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Brazil resigns post as executive v.p.;
Fullerton assumes position for interim
By Tony Bizjak
Dr. Burton R. Brazil is happily
taking a few steps back down the
ladder of professional status he
climbed "in a fit of absent-mindedness" 11 years ago.

"Also, I’m working on space
management. What do we do with
the space we have? Can we get more
mileage out of our space? This is a
very compact university." he said.

Brazil resigned in December as
executive vice president of SJSU to
resume the political science teaching career he left over a decade ago.

Brazil came to SJSU in 1953, was
named chairman of the Political
Science Department in 1965 and in
1966 became dean of the School of
Humanities and Arts.

SJSU President John Bunzel
named Dean of Graduate Studies
Gail Fullerton to replace Brazil
while a nationwide search is conducted to fill the position permanently.

In 1970 when SJSU President
Robert D. Clark and Executive Vice
President William J. Dusel both
resigned, new President Bunzel
chose Brazil for the number two
executive post.

Bunzel said he did not know
Brazil was quitting until the day he
received the resignation before
Christmas.

Wahfflackford

Looking for a one -unit course that will take you out of the classrom and
into some fresh air? SJSU student Sheryl Koplos has found relief from
instructor lectures with SJSU’s horseback riding class. The students
meet Tuesdays and Thursdays from It a.m. to 12:50 p.m. at Tully Stables,
860 Tully Road. The class, PE 58, is divided into beginner and intermediate proficiency levels and fulfills the P.E. general education
requirement. The students are taught Western style riding. T.J. Kerr is
the instructor.

arking solution is

According to Brazil. there were
signals. "If you work with someone
for a long time it is not hard to tell
his attitude. He knew I wasn’t as
enthusiastic with the job as before,"
he said.
The 56-year-old Brazil explained,
"I’ve been at this 11 years. That’s a
long time. It wasn’t what led me into
this profession in the first place.
"Every job has its pluses and
minuses. Some of those 11 years

priority

Fullerton ready to be active
Though Dr. Gail Fullerton is only
temporary executive vice president.
she doesn’t intend to waste time
Intll the position is filled permanently.
Neither is she discounting
possibility that she might apply
the permanent position.
Fullerton was named b,
President John Bunzel on Jan. 7 to
fill the post left vacant by Dr. Burton
Brazil’s resignation in December.
"I certainly intend to do what the
office requires. There are decisions
that have to be made," she explained.
On the possibility of applying, she
said, "I have about a month to
decide. This is a very different
responsibility. Given a few weeks of
experience, I’ll know better.
Assuming someone else gets the job,
I’d go back to the graduate office. I
haven’t burned my bridges."
Fullerton is on leave from her
post as the dean of the SJSU
Graduate Studies Program since
being named acting executive vice
president.
"I asked her if she’d be willing to
serve," Bunzel said, "because she’s
been on campus a number of years.
In recent years, she’s done a very
good job as graduate dean in my
estimation. She’s an effective administrator."
Bunzel said he hoped to have an
executive vice president secured for
the fall semester.
In the meantime. Fullerton has

Dr. Gail Fullerton

set as her number one priority a
working solution to the transportation/parking problem plaguing
SJSU.
"It may not be resolvable, but it
is something I want to try to do," she
said.
The idea of running shuttle buses
from the athletic parking areas

south of campus, according to
Fullerton, is laden with a financial
borden "We need to make
arrangements for quite a fleet of
shuttle buses," Fullerton said. "We
don’t have that kind of money. The
city doesn’t have that kind of
money."
She cited a figure of $40,000 to
$50,000 needed to come up with a
"rolling stock."
Bunzel also has requested Fullerton to perform public relations work
within the campus to make better
known the functions of the executive
vice president.
"Most students and faculty don’t
have a clear idea of the EVP’s
responsibilities. We hope to let the
faculty know more about what we’re
doing," Bunzel said.
He cited some of the executive
vice president’s duties on the
academic side of the university as
working with faculty planning,
public relations, data management
and campus security.
On the non-academic side he
indicated university relations, institutional research, the computer
center and facility planning on
campus.
Fullerton began teaching at SJSU
in the Sociology Department in 1963.
In December she was elected to the
12-person executive committee of
the National Council of Graduate
Schools, a position she will keep
through her term as executive vice
president.

Dr. Burton Brazil
were enjoyable, some not. On the
whole, I’d rather be teaching. It’s
more fun and stimulating. I’m
happy to be back," he said.
Additional work
In addition to teaching a class
entitled "History of Political
Thought," Brazil will be working on
special assignment from the
president.
"I have a number of projects the
president wants me to do; some
things that need to be finished up,"
Brazil said.
"I’ll be working to help the
alumni come to grips with their
function, to see how they can be of
help to the university.

’I got involved in a fit of absentmindedness. I tried to be of help
when there was a need," Brazil said.
Bunzel was new to the campus. "I
didn’t know anybody on campus
except two people in the Political
Science Department from
professional meetings," Bunzel
said. "One of them was Dr. Brazil. I
asked him. He wasn’t anxious but he
thought about it and agreed."
Committee establishment
Bunzel estimates a committee to
screen applications for the executive
vice president post will be
established within the next couple of
weeks. The committee of 7 to 10
members, including representatives
from the administration, faculty and
one student, will be chosen by the
executive committee of the
Academic Senate in consultation
with Bunzel.

t

site.
Construction of the $600,000,
three-story garage at the corner of
San Carlos and Almaden streets will
be delayed for at least 30 days while
the city, developer and Holiday Inn
haggle over who will pay the additional costs involved, estimated at
$40,000.

The remains are part of what
may be the earliest Ohlone settlelent in this area, dating back to the
1500’s

The controversy began Jan. 15
when the president of the SJSU
Native American Club, Jessie
Garcia, and other members pointed
to skeletons unearthed by a bulldozer and ordered the man
operating the equipment to stop,
Garcia explained.

The San Jose City Council enlorsed a controversial four-point
plan last Tuesday after three and
me-half hours of debate with Dennis
Hoptowit, director of the
alifornia Indian Legal Services and
ttorney for two Ohlone Indians.
The two, Raymond Marquez, vice
chairman of the Northwest Indian
"emetery Protective Association,
nd Patrick Orozco, San Jose
chairman of the organization, said
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Jesse Garcia
they may file suit against the city to
halt further desecration of the burial

"After we ordered the man to
stop digging," Garcia said. "he
called the police and a police car and
paddy wagon showed up to drag us
off.
"We had a copy of the Aug. 20,

"The national search will meet
all the requirements of affirmative
action. We will invite people from
on, as well as off campus, to apply,"
Bunzel said.
A couple hundred applications
are expected according to Bunzel.
When whittled down, a number of
probably less than 10 will be brought
on campus to be interviewed by the
committee and to meet people.
Will sit in
"I will sit in with the committee
during the interview if I have the
time. Then I’ll have an individual
interview with each here in my office."
Finally, the committee will
present Bunzel with a list of four to
five candidates from which he will
make his decision. The process is
aimed at being completed by fall,
according to Bunzel.
"Chances are good the new
executive vice president will be here
by the fall semester if we start as we
plan to and move quickly. It may go
into summer or fall. It is more important to take time and make the
proper choice," Bunzel said.

Stadium will seat 30,000
under new expansion plan
By Jamie Rozzi
The original plan for the expansion of Spartan Stadium underwent a major change a few days
prior to Thursday evening’s campaign kick-off.
The initial plan, developed last
August, called for the expansion of
the tree-lined relic at the corner of
Seventh and Alma streets to seat
39,000 at an estimated cost of $6
million.
But, according to campaign
general chairman Glenn George,
escalating construction costs for a
39,000 seat stadium make the initial
proposal too expensive.
The newly introduced plan will
boost the stadium’s capacity from
18,155 to 30,000 for half the original
cost, or $3 million. More than half of
the new seats are expected to be
ready for the Spartans’ 1977 grid
season with the completed stadium
ready for the San Jose Earthquakes
in spring, 1978, according to George.
The six-week campaign to raise

the $3 million got underway Thursday evening at the San Jose Hyatt
House. SJSU Athletic Director Bob
Murphy jovially introduced more
than 300 volunteers and special
guests to the seat option plan, the
prime source of revenue for the project.
The origin
seat option plan,
which was developed in late August,
and the initial outline for the
stadium, set contributions between
$500 and $12,500. After months of
deliberation, the campaign committee members dropped the bottom
line contribution to $250.
Under the new proposal, there
will be 14,000 seats on the west side
of the stadium with option seats
being either theatre style or with
back rests. The remainder of the
plan calls for the installation of 8,500
new aluminum seats on the east side
and 7,500 new bleacher-type seats in
the end zones.
Under the option plan, a $250

Indians protest excavation
of newly found burial site
By Carol Sarasobn
Soil containing Indian bones and
vtifacts discovered during the
occavation of a proposed Holiday
in parking garage will be sifted and
’buried elsewhere despite vigorous
protests by local Indians.

Bunzel will meet with the committee and brief them on specifications. He cited job qualifications as
knowledge of the practices and
principles of university administration, management and ’nstruction. He said applicants should
have all the various skills an
executive vice president needs to
deal with a variety of constituencies.

1976 ordinance with us and the man
was ordered to stop the excavation."
Garcia said.
The Native American Club is the
local chapter of the American Indian
Movement I AIM).
Garcia accused Holiday Inn of
knowing there was a burial ground
on the proposed garage site. "They
( Holiday Inn), built their motel over
a burial ground in 1973. There wasn’t
any ordinance in effect so they got
away with it."
The development of the ordinance began January, 1976, when
Indian remains were discovered at a
building site on Camden Avenue
near Delmany Court. Indians
requested a ruling and advice was
sought by the city council from local
Indian groups.
The ordinance provides for a
Native American Burial Site Advisory Committee which includes

positions for three Indians. The sixmember advisory board, the city
planning director and the owner of
the site where Indian remains are
found are supposed to decide
whether the bones will be covered or
removed to city -owned land within
10 days.
George W. Woodard, president of
the American Indian Council of
Santa Clara County. made the
proposal for the present ordinance.
He has since disavowed the ordinance because "I discovered that
the Ohlone tribe and AIM were
against it. I asked that the proposal
be withdrawn to that everybody
could review it, but the city council
passed it anyway."
To show their disapproval, Indians refused to serve on the Native
American Burial Site Advisory
Committee as provided for in the
ordinance.
(Continued oo page 3)

contribution would earn the donor
the rights to a sideline seat with
back rests for any revenue-producing event held in the stadium within
the next 10 years. There is expected
to be a minimum of 60 events a year
in the new stadium.
For $500. one can get a center
sideline seat with a back rest. For
$1,000, a center stadium seat with a
back rest; for $2,000, a Golden Circle
seat (theatre-type chairs in the
middle of the center section), and
for $12,500, the donor receives a
special press box seat.
Major gift contributions are also
being solicited without a seat option.
At Thursday’s kick-off dinner,
major gifts chairman Stan Chinchen
reported the collection of more than
$600,000 under this system. Major
gifts have been collected since last
August, when the initial plans were
drawn up and will continue to be
solicited throughout the campaign.
The seat option portion of the
campaign was originally scheduled
to begin last October but members
of the campaign found that people
were hesitant to contribute unless
they could be told precisely where
they would be sitting.
At that time, there were no architectural plans for the stadium so
Murphy, Ben Reichmuth, campaign
coordinator. James Noah, director
of university relations, and Dan Hill,
of Darien, Russell & Hill Advertising, conferred and agreed to
postpone the solicitation of seat
options until Jan. 27.
In the meantime, the CSUC
Board of Trustees met and appointed Anshen & Allen as consultant for the project. They will
produce a layout of the seating
arrangement that will provide
sufficient information for the fundraisers to begin collecting seat
options.
The consultant will be responsible for producing a package of
material that designer -builder
teams will use to develop bids on the
project, and to design criteria and
performance specifications, according to Dr. Stan Burnham. dean
of applied sciences and arts at SJSU
and the school’s coordinator for the
expansion program.
The more than 300 volunteer
fund-raisers have been divided into
three groups the Greater San Jose
Sports Association. the San Jose
Earthquakes and SJSU and will
solicit donations throughout the
community for the next six weeks.
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1977 Spring semester staff
points out direction for Daily
Like it or not, we’re back.
After a seven-week hiatus, the
staff of the Spartan Daily has
regrouped to resume our role provoking, entertaining, occasionally
informirritating, and Vie hope
ing the SJSU community.
infancy
of
years
its
Dating from
more than 40 years ago, the Spartan
Daily has established a reputation
as one of the finest and most innovative collegiate newspapers in
the state. It is a tradition not taken
lightly by the editors of the Daily.
We believe we have a responsibility
to continue that high standard of
service to SJSU.
The Daily serves a two
-fold
purpose. As the three-unit course
Journalism 118, it is a laboratory for
journalism majors to acquire excellent "under-fire" experience
reporting a beat, writing news,
editing copy, writing headlines, and
packaging a newspaper, all under
the constant pressure of a daily
deadline.
In the process, the students
produce what has become the most
complete coverage of important
events and issues on campus and in
the surrounding community.
The Daily editors see campus
news as the lifeblood of this newspaper; accordingly, it will tend to
receive priority in our judgment of
newsworthiness.
We also believe that news of the
community immediately adjacent to
the campus is of interest and importance to a large number of
students, faculty, and staff at the
university. It is our aim to give it
coverage almost as vigorous and
complete as that of the campus itself.
While we, as journalists, hold
that the world is our bailiwick, we
cannot expect realistically to have
such complete coverage of state,
national and international news and
issues. Limited resources and a
much earlier deadline make it
difficult for the Daily to compete
with local commercial newspapers
in these areas.

We will attempt to concentrate on
those state and national issues which
have either a local or campus angle,
or an obviously broad appeal to the
academic community.
Late-breaking wire stories of
This policy was written by incoming editor Dave Johnson and approved by the Spartan Daily editorial board.
great effect on the nation or campus
may be adopted for use by the Daily.
However, our responsibility to
provide the opportunity for student
writers to polish their skills dictates
that our use of lengthy wire service
stories should be judicious.
The Opinion Page is our forum
for the discussion of issues pertinent
to the people on our campus.
Editorials, usually penned by one
writer but approved by an editorial
board of eight editors and four staff
writers, represent the collective
opinion of the staff of the Daily. The
subjects of our editorials will be
almost exclusively campus affairs;
to our chagrin, we are not heavily
read in either Sacramento or the
District of Columbia.
Much of the material appearing
on the Opinion Page will be opinion
pieces signed by the student writers.
These may either be the writer’s
developed argument explaining his
or her view of a contemporary issue,
or a beat analysis.
The latter gives a beat reporter
the opportunity to do something he
or she should never do when writing
a news story: to interject some
observations about the event being
covered. Ethics forbid this on page
one; however on page two, clearly
labeled, the "reading between the
lines" of a first-hand observer may
give the reader some additional
perspective about a news story.
The Opinion Page is also a forum

for your ideas. Readers’ comments,
criticisms, and, we hope, occasional
kudos, are eagerly solicited. Your
letters are one of the best indices of
the job we are doing, so keep us
informed.
It is impossible to print every
letter received by the Daily, but past
experience has shown that a
majority of those received in the
Daily offices have found their way
into print.
Under the . heading of "Other
Ideas," we would like occasionally
to open our Opinion Page to people
outside the Spartan Dail) staff, to
comment on issues of importance to
the community. Students, members
of the faculty, and representatives of
the Administration are encouraged
to contact the Daily editors if they
have ideas for a guest column they
would like to write.
Because of our responsibilities as
a practical lab for the journalism
students enrolled in the course,
priority for space allocation must go
to the student staff members of the
Daily. The editors also reserve the
right to edit guest columns for
length, style, or potential libel, but
will not alter the sense of what has
been written.
No major changes in the content
of the Daily are planned for this
semester. A few areas which the
editors believe have not been
cultivated as well as possible may
get some more "ink": we would like
to see more human interest features
about SJSU students and faculty
with particular expertise in their
fields or interesting hobbies.
Also, we believe the Daily has not
made enough use of its resources to
promote consumerism and do investigative work in the interest of
the SJSU consumer.
The Daily will publish only today,
Wednesday and Friday this week,
but will go into full production five
days a week
beginning a week
from today.
It should be an interesting
semester for us. We hope it will be
for you, too.

Other ideas
Guidelines given for letters,
releases, freelance articles
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan Daily
staff is as follows:
Letters
1. Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail
to The Opinion Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA 95114.
2. All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
3. Letters should be typed, double-spaced, and self-edited. Because
of the limited time available to
retype handwritten letters, typed
letters are preferred. Best-read

letters are 250 words or fewer.
4. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style or
libel.
5. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of
letters on a given topic after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Press Releases
1. Releases should be submitted
as early as possible to the City
Editor at the Spartan Daily office or

3. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style or libel.
4. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to make judgments concerning the news value of any given
release.
5. Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other minor
releases should be submitted at the
Daily office in the Spartaguide box,
located against the west wall of the
office.

by mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.

Freelance Articles
1. Freelance articles should be
submitted directly to the editor-inchief.

2. All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.

2. Articles should be typed, double-spaced and self-edited.

COMING. SOON

3. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style or
libel.
4. Final judgment as to how a
freelance article is used or if it is
used rests with the editor-in-chief.
5. The policy points regarding
use of freelance material also applies to photos or art of other types.

tz-a

Opinion
The ’almost real world’ of SJSU
awaits group of incoming students,’
By Randy Brown
Almost every semester the
Spartan Daily reserves a small
amount of space on the Opinion Page
to welcome back those returning
students who have already braved
one or more semesters here.
And once again we welcome you
back to the mile-long lines in the
book store, the record breaking
reading lists and the how-to-find-apa rking-place struggle.
Unfortunately, while being
gracious in greeting the returnees, it
is common for the Daily as well as
the rest of the campus to neglect a
minority group of students known as
freshmen or transfer students.
Out of 26,000 bodies wandering
around San Jose State, about 3,000 of
those are new to the campus. And it
almost becomes a form of entertainment for us old-timers to watch
those lost newcomers looking like
they know their way around.
It’s not easy being a freshman or
a transfer student.
If you are a freshman you are
used to the coziness and compact
organization of your high school. If
your situation was like mine you had
2,000 people to contend with.
The work load was fairly easy,
friends were in abundance, you had
plenty of spare time and the security
of your family was close at hand.
And then you made that fateful
decision to hit the big time.
The first problem you encounter
when trying to cope with your new
life is shelter. You must have a place
to live. It probably will not be as nice
as "home," but then you do not want
to live in a shambles either.
If you choose to live in the dorms,
most of your headaches will be done
away with.
For a little more than $600 a
semester, you can have all the
comforts of home. The food,
although maybe not the way Mom
cooked it, is there five days a week.
The bathrooms are spotless without
you having to lift a finger. And
besides all the other small conveniences provided by someone
other than you, you have friends.
You also have noise.
If you think it was hard studying

with the television on in the next
room, you ain’t heard nothing yet.
But nevertheless, the main thing
is that you have contacts. You are
meeting people who have already
experienced the feeling of a
"stranger in a strange land."
If, like myself, you have talked

Randy Brown is the assistant
Opinion Page Editor.
yourself out of living in the dorms,
life is a bit more difficult.
First off, you must learn to adjust
your time schedule to allowing for
the necessities of living on your own.
It would help to have time to cook so
you can be saved from the fast food
joints seven days a week. You may
want to give yourself time to wash
your clothes if you want to make any
friends at all.
Speaking of friends, these are the
hardest type of people to meet,
especially on a campus with a
population as large as ours.
Remember when you said to the
15 friends from your last home town
who were going to attend SJSU how
you would see them "down there" or
"up there"? Well, good luck. If you
see three of them once or twice
during the semester consider
yourself fortunate.
No, you may have to act like
being alone all the time is an enjoyable thing for you, until you can find
a campus organization to your
liking.
If you are in this no-friend trap,
good clubs to check out are the Ski
Club and the Sierra Club. These two
clubs, though geared to certain
types of people, skiers and conservationists respectively, are not so
limited as to scare away other types
So you are finally settled in your
new residence. Think everything is
together? If you do, reconsider.
It’s the morning on Monday.
January 31, 1977. The campus has
taken on the look of downtown New
York. You are one in a mass, which
may be to your advantage.
One of the most important things
to remember as you walk through
the campus is to took intelligent and
confident. One way to contain these
qualities is to chant to yourself
quietly, but forcefully, "I am a

Spartan. lam a Spartan."
Once inside your classes, the ride
will be smooth. But you cannot be
inside your class until you have
found your class. Profound, yet true.
From one who has personally
experienced the agony of trying to
read the map printed inside the
schedule of classes, spare yourself.
It would be much easier to confess
that you are not a veteran here and
ask someone walking around sans
scheduit and/or books, for that
matter, for directions.
Do not be fooled by the layout of
this school, either. San Jose State
has gone through a number of architectural changes in the last few
years to allow for a growing
population.
Therefore, instead of just one
library, we have two. So, when on
your greensheet, you are directed
towards the reserve book room, do
not spend countless hours searching
throughout the five floors of the
main libeary near Fourth and San
Fernando Streets with no results.
The reserve book room is located to
the northwest of Morris Dailey
Auditorium, if you know where that
is.
But no matter what happens, I
hope you eventually adjust to the
rewarding life of being educated at
SJSU.
Oh yeah. One more thing,
especially for you freshman and
transfer students.
Dudley Moorhead Hall is not a
joke.

Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short (250
words) and to the point. The
Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or by mail.

Serving the San Jose State
University Community Since Int

Cartoonists: Publish your work!
Hey you!
Yeah, all you aspiring artists the ones who are
striving to be the next Paul Conrad, Gerry Trudeau or
Oliphant.
Listen up, folks, because this could be your big
chance to make that first step into the BIG TIME.
Remember, Trudeau, the now -rich and famous creator
of the Pulitzer Prize-winning "Doonesbury" comic
strip, started out drawing for his college newspaper at
Yale.
The Spartan Daily is opening its Opinion Page to
deserving cartoonists who are looking for an outlet to
expose their work.
There will be no limit to the number of artists whose
work we will consider. If a dozen good cartoonists
qualify, all will be utilized by the Spartan Daily.

The qualifications are simple.
The artist should have some knowledge of social
and political issues at the school, local, state and
national level. That means he or she should be a fairly
regular reader of a newspaper or viewer of television
news.
The artist should have some talent for drawing, of
course.
Interested cartoonists should visit the Spartan
Daily offices in JC 208 and talk to either of the Opinion
Page editors, Dean Cheatham or Randy Brown. The
office.is open all day and staff members are usually
around between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
If Cheatham and Brown are not at their desks, leave
a note with your name and telephone number. They
will contact you as soon as possible.
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Former SJSU prof denied tenure at Berkeley
:1

Russ L.

Former SJSU sociology instructor Harry Edwards lectures before a crowd of 450 students at the
University of California, Berkeley. Edwards, the organizer of the 1968 Mexico Olympic boycott
threat, was denied tenure by a three -member ad hoc committee at Berkeley. The outspoken Edwards
said he is prepared to take the case to court if needed. He calls the denial "racist and political" and a
gross violation of affirmative action commitments.

By Tony Bizjack
Harry Edwards, former
SJSU student and professor
and organizer of the 1968
Olympic boycott threat, is
again embroiled in controversy.
A professor of sociology
at the UniveMity of California at Berkeley since
1970, he recently has been
denied tenure by vote of his
Sociology Department colleagues.
Edwards asserts that
the denial is racial.
Should the vote be upheld in the tenure process

Pa

concluding at the chancellor’s desk, the 33-yearold professor will be let go
by the university.
Angry and prepared to
take the case to court if
needed, Edwards said,
"The denial was racist and
political. Due process was
not accorded. There were
gross violations of tenure
rights and of affirmative
action commitments;
gross violations of academic freedom.
"The level they are attempting to perpetrate this
is extremely unfortunate.

They probably feel they
can get away with it. They
might but we’re going to
lee," he added.
Initiating the tenure
process, a three-member
ad hoc committee chosen
by the Sociology Department Chairman Robert
Clausen reviewed Edwards’ qualifications. It
discerned that Edwards’
scholarly research was ’uneven.’ The tenured faculty
of the Department subsequently voted 10 to 8
against Edwards with one
abstention.

the actual count was 10-8-1,
Clausen said, "The faculty
vote is confidential. Some
faculty member who was
not aware of all the facts
made that statement."
He added that Edwards
had refused to discuss the
denial of tenure with him.
"He said he had people in
his office when I offered
time to discuss it with
him," the chairman said.
Clausen refilled to
elaborate on reports that
the reason for denial was
due to ’weak research,’
stating the information was

Local Indians angered
by cemetery excavation
(Continued from page 1)
The three positions have
been temporarily filled by
non-Indian city officials.
In support of the local
Ohlones, Dennis Banks,
national director of AIM
appeared on the building
site five days later and
urged a boycott of all Holiday Inns throughout the
nation until the matter is
resolved.
Banks also appeared
before the city council
when it met on Jan. 25 to
consider the issue.
Banks said the disturbance of the Indian
burial ground is relevent to
the First Amendment of
the Bill of Rights relating
to freedom of religion.
"If the bones are disturbed then the spirit is disturbed," Banks said. He
warned that "great harm
can come to those who
disturb the bones, a curse
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is on them."
A stalemate in the meeting occurred when Hoptowit refused to consider the
four points in the plan separately. The four points
were:
The city acquiring a
plot of land to be used as a
final resting place for the
remains.
Placing a memorial
plaque at the garage site
denoting the area as a
burial ground.
Halting construction
in areas thought to contain
Indian remains.
A committee composed of city staff members and Indians to write a
new ordinance.
Hoptowit said he understood, in a meeting with
city planning director John
Hamilton, deputy city Attorney Diane Lee and the
developer, that these items
would be considered as a
whole.
When it became apparent that the council was
balking at the moratorium
on construction, "I had to
reject the whole package or
jeopardize my clients’
interests," he said. "I had
been given to understand
that the city council would
agree to this proposal."
Councilman David
Runyon proposed a 45 day
building moratorium but it
was defeated on a 5-2 vote.
Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes said the council
could not in all good conscience vote for a city-wide
moratorium.
"We weren’t asking a
total city-wide building
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which he did not receive.
"When I left San Jose in
1968 there was a verbal
agreement between myself
and some people in the
Sociology Department that
I could come back," Edwards said.
According to Edwards
that promise was broken
and his application was
pigeon -holed rather than
processed. "I was told b3,
one member of the department that I was to big for
SJSU," he added.
However, according to
Dr. Rudoff, Sociology professor, the promise was one
of recommendation to the
deciding committee.
"I assured him he would
be considered and that I
would recommend him,"
Rudoff said. "I told him I’d
support his application for
a probationary position."
Edwards was then hired
by Berkeley as a result of
the Third World Strike.
Edwards now claims
political context under
which he was hired has
disappeared at Berkeley.
He attempted to bring his
grievance to light by organizing the October Coalition, a coalition of third
world students, to publicize
the trend to remove and restrict minority programs.
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"They actually called to
Cornell and asked for me,"
Edwards said. "I didn’t apply ,they came and got me.
Seven years later they turn
around and say I don’t
meet Berkeley standards.
"This is broader than
just me getting tenure," he
added, "We’re talking

CAMPUS LIFE

\me

about a serious outcome
who will live and who will
die in this society. It comes
down to academic freedom. It is imperative that
people have access to this
instructional system. A
handful of elitists can’t be
allowed to control this."
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University of Texas at El
Paso football game for fear
of racially-caused violence.
Charging racial bias
in 7ccruiting, housing, and
social activities, Edwards
threatened to "do anything
necessary" to end campus
discrimination.
crimination.
Then-SJSU President
Robert D. Clark initiated
an ombudsman position to
"conduct a campaign against racial discrimination practiced by SJSU
students." He also placed
fraternities and sororities
on probation pending investigation of bias charges.
Edwards said last week,
"It was a lousy situation
when 1 was going to San
Jose. You couldn’t walk on
11th between San Antonio
and San Fernando without
being called a nigger."
"There were only 72
blacks at SJSU at that time
(Fall, 1967). They said it
was because blacks didn’t
often meet academic
requirements. "But White
athletes were kept even
when they weren’t meeting
academic requirements.
Ken (Noel) and I and
others were talking about
it. We decided we’d do
something about it."
An Edwards-led Olympic boycott movement in
1968 failed, though it did
lead to the famous victory
stand black fist salute by
Tommie Smith and John
Carlos.
Edwards left SJSU in
1968 to earn his Ph.D. at
Cornell University. Upon
completion he returned to
apply for employment
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it on the northern section of
the lot should be left undisturbed with only a concrete
slab laid on top of the
ground.
Garage plans would be
redesigned to accommodate this change. Any
"finds" would be removed
to another section of the
site such as planting areas
for reburial.
State law may be the
legal basis Hoptowit will
use for a suit against the
city. Health codes forbid
the digging up of any
human remains.
However. the Ohlones
attorney said he and his clients have a flexible timetable for filing suit.
"It will take the city
council some time to find
an archeologist to supervise the sifting of the
remains already dug up,"
Hoptowit said. Archeological supervision was
mandated by the city council.
"Also, from what I
understand the Archeological Code of Ethics
says that an archeologist
must seek and get the
consent of the Indians concerned," he said, "and the
Ohlones will not consent."
Hoptowit has also asked
the city and state attorney
to consider an investigation
of the matter.

40
0

$60 a month as

SAN JOSE
PLASMA :ENTER

moratorium," Hoptowit
later insisted. "We wanted
a moratorium on sites now
known to contain Indian remains and a moratorium
on building once an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) had been filed
which indicated Indian remains." An EIR is necessary prior to issuing
building permit.
Hoptowit said an EIR
written prior to the issuance of the building permit
for the Holiday Inn indicated that there were
Indian remains present.
The report recommended
that an archeologist should
be present during the
digging.
"In spite of this."
Hoptowit said, "the city
conditioned the deed mandating a garage to service
motel guests and theater
patrons from across the
street.
"Now they (the city
council) want my clients to
be responsable," Hoptowit
complained.
The matter was
bounced to the city council
after Holiday Inn and
Wolff-Sesnon Development
Co. objected to the recommendations of the sixmember advisory committee.
since only half the site has
been excavated the rest of

confidential.
In response, at a news
conference Jan. 18, Edwards said he has written
three books, including a
book in the field he is
pioneering, "Sociology of
Sport," that is used as a
text in 150 colleges nationwide.
He said although no
work in sociology is perfect
and without negative
review, They were forced
to go to that. It was the only
thing they had. They had to
come up with this obscure
last resort."
Edward’s "Sociology of
Sport" class auditorium
seats approximately 450.
This quarter all seats are
filled and students sit in the
aisles. In his six years at
the university Edwards has
taught more than 25 per
cent of the Sociology Department enrollment according to figures published in a recent New West
magazine article.
Yet about his popularity
with the students he said
(the voting faculty members) didn’t even give that
adequate consideration.
They, in fact, think the
large class size makes a
class easier."
Edwards has the support of the Associated
Students. ASUC Vice President Steve Schirle wrote in
the Daily Cal newspaper
Jan. 14 "There seems little
doubt that Professor Edwards has met all of the
qualifications necessary to
receive tenure from the
University of California.
"To deny Professor Edwards tenure because of inadequate research, the
university’s usual rationale
for axing radical/third
world faculty simply does
not make sense in this
case."
For the embattled
professor this is only the
most recent of many
controversies that have involved him since his days
at SJSU. It is his reputation, according to SJSU
sociology lecturer Ken
Noel, which may be in part
a reason for the denial of
tenure.
Edwards spent six
years at SJSU as an undergraduate from 1960 to 1964
and as an Assistant Professor of Sociology from 1966
to 1968.
In September of 1967
Edwards brought national
attention to the college and
to himself for one week culminating in the cancellation of a SJSU
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1977 Spring semester staff
points out direction for Daily
Like it or not, we’re back.
After a seven-week hiatus, the
staff of the Spartan Daily has
regrouped to resume our role provoking, entertaining, occasionally
irritating, and we hope informing the SJSU community.
Dating from its years of infancy
more than 40 years ago, the Spartan
Daily has established a reputation
as one of the finest and most innovative collegiate newspapers in
the state. It is a tradition not taken
lightly by the editors of the Daily.
We believe we have a responsibility
to continue that high standard of
service to SJSU.
The Daily serves a two-fold
purpose. As the three-unit course
Journalism 118, it is a laboratory for
journalism majors to acquire excellent "under-fire" experience
reporting a beat, writing news,
editing copy, writing headlines, and
packaging a newspaper, all under
the constant pressure of a daily
deadline.
In the process, the students
produce what has become the most
complete coverage of important
events and issues on campus and in
the surrounding community.
The Daily editors see campus
news as the lifeblood of this newspaper; accordingly, it will tend to
receive priority in our judgment of
newsworthiness.
We also believe that news of the
community immediately adjacent to
the campus is of interest and importance to a large number of
students, faculty, and staff at the
university. It is our aim to give it
coverage almost as vigorous and
complete as that of the campus itself.
While we, as journalists, hold
that the world is our bailiwick, we
cannot expect realistically to have
such complete coverage of state,
national and international news and
issues. Limited resources and a
much earlier deadline make it
difficult for the Daily to compete
with local commercial newspapers
in these areas.

We will attempt to concentrate on
those state and national issues which
have either a local or campus angle,
or an obviously broad appeal to the
academic community.
Late-breaking wire stories of
This policy was written by incoming editor Dave Johnson and approved by the Spartan Daily editorial board.
great effect on the nation or campus
may be adopted for use by the Daily.
However, our responsibility to
provide the opportunity for student
writers to polish their skills dictates
that our use of lengthy wire service
stories should be judicious.
The Opinion Page is our forum
for the discussion of issues pertinent
to the people on our campus.
Editorials, usually penned by one
writer but approved by an editorial
board of eight editors and four staff
writers, represent the collective
opinion of the staff of the Daily. The
subjects of our editorials will be
almost exclusively campus affairs;
to our chagrin, we are not heavily
read in either Sacramento or the
District of Columbia.
Much of the material appearing
on the Opinion Page will be opinion
pieces signed by the student writers.
These may either be the writer’s
developed argument explaining his
or her view of a contemporary issue,
or a beat analysis.
The latter gives a beat reporter
the opportunity to do something he
or she should never do when writing
a news story: to interject some
observations about the event being
covered. Ethics forbid this on page
one; however on page two, clearly
labeled, the "reading between the
lines" of a first-hand observer may
give the reader some additional
perspective about a news story.
The Opinion Page is also a forum

for your ideas. Readers’ comments,
criticisms, and, we hope, occasional
kudos, are eagerly solicited. Your
letters are one of the best indices of
the job we are doing, so keep us
informed.
It is impossible to print every
letter received by the Daily, but past
experience has shown that a
majority of those received in the
Daily offices have found their way
into print.
Under the heading of "Other
Ideas." we would like occasionally
to open our Opinion Page to people
outside the Spartan Daily staff, to
comment on issues of importance to
the community. Students, members
of the faculty, and representatives of
the Administration are encouraged
to contact the Daily editors if they
have ideas for a guest column they
would like to write.
Because of our responsibilities as
a practical lab for the journalism
students enrolled in the course,
priority for space allocation must go
to the student staff members of the
Daily. The editors also reserve the
right to edit guest columns for
length, style, or potential libel, but
will not alter the sense of what has
been written.
No major changes in the content
of the Daily are planned for this
semester. A few areas which the
editors believe have not been
cultivated as well as possible may
get some more "ink": we would like
to see more human interest features
about SJSU students and faculty
with particular expertise in their
fields or interesting hobbies.
Also, we believe the Daily has not
made enough use of its resources to
promote consumerism and do investigative work in the interest of
the SJSU consumer.
The Daily will publish only today,
Wednesday and Friday this week,
but will go into full production five
days a week -- beginning a week
from today.
It should be an interesting
semester for us. We hope it will be
for you, too.

Other ideas
Guidelines given for letters,
releases, freelance articles
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan Daily
staff is as follows:
Letters
1. Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail
to The Opinion Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA 95114.
2. All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
3. Letters should be typed, double-spaced, and self-edited. Because
of the limited time available to
retype handwritten letters, typed
letters are preferred. Best-read

letters are 250 words or fewer.
4. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style or
libel.
5. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of
letters on a given topic after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Press Releases
1. Releases should be submitted
as early as possible to the City
Editor at the Spartan Daily office or

3. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style or libel.
4. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to make judgments concerning the news value of any given
release.
5. Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other minor
releases should be submitted at the
Daily office in the Spartaguide box,
located against the west wall of the
office.

by mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.

Freelance Articles
1. Freelance articles should be
submitted directly to the editor-inchief.

2. All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.

2. Articles should be typed, double-spaced and self-edited.

COMING. SOON

3. The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style or
libel.
4. Final judgment as to how a
freelance article is used or if it is
used rests with the editor-in-chief.
5. The policy points regarding
use of freelance material also applies to photos or art of other types.
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Opinion
The ’almost real world’ of SJSU
awaits group of incoming students,...
By Randy Brown
Almost every semester the
Spartan Daily reserves a small
amount of space on the Opinion Page
to welcome back those returning
students who have already braved
one or more semesters here.
And once again we welcome you
back to the mile-long lines in the
book store, the record breaking
reading lists and the how-to-find-sparking-place struggle.
Unfortunately, while being
gracious in greeting the returnees, it
is common for the Daily as well as
the rest of the campus to neglect a
minority group of students known as
freshmen or transfer students.
Out of 26,000 bodies wandering
around San Jose State, about 3,000 of
those are new to the campus. And it
almost becomes a form of entertainment for us old-timers to watch
those lost newcomers looking like
they know their way around.
It’s not easy being a freshman or
a transfer student.
If you are a freshman you are
used to the coziness and compact
organization of your high school. If
your situation was like mine you had
2,000 people to contend with.
The work load was fairly easy,
friends were in abundance, you had
plenty of spare time and the security
of your family was close at hand.
And then you made that fateful
decision to hit the big time.
The first problem you encounter
when trying to cope with your new
life is shelter. You must have a place
to live. It probably will not be as nice
as "home," but then you do not want
to live in a shambles either.
If you choose to live in the dorms,
most of your headaches will be done
away with.
For a little more than 8600 a
semester, you can have all the
comforts of home. The food,
although maybe not the way Mom
cooked it, is there five days a week.
The bathrooms are spotless without
you having to lift a finger. And
besides all the other small conveniences provided by someone
other than you, you have friends.
You also have noise.
If you think it was hard studying

with the television on in the next
room, you ain’t heard nothing yet.
But nevertheless, the main thing
is that you have contacts. You are
meeting people who have already
experienced the feeling of a
"stranger in a strange land."
If, like myself, you have talked

Randy Brown is the assistant
Opinion Page Editor.
yourself out of living in the dorms,
life is a bit more difficult.
First off, you must learn to adjust
your time schedule to allowing for
the necessities of living on your own.
It would help to have time to cook so
you can be saved from the fast food
joints seven days a week. You may
want to give yourself time to wash
your clothes if you want to make any
friends stall.
Speaking of friends, these are the
hardest type of people to meet,
especially on a campus with a
population as large as ours.
Remember when you said to the
15 friends from your last home town
who were going +1 attend SJSU how
you would see them "down there" or
"up there"? Well, good luck. If you
see three of them once or twice
during the semester consider
yourself fortunate.
No, you may have to act like
being alone all the time is an enjoyable thing for you, until you can find
a campus organization to your
liking.
If you are in this no-friend trap.
good clubs to check out are the Ski
Club and the Sierra Club. These two
clubs, though geared to certain
types of people, skiers and conservationists respectively, are not so
limited as to scare away other types
So you are finally settled in your
new residence. Think everything is
together? If you do, reconsider.
It’s the morning on Monday.
January 31, 1977. The campus has
taken on the look of downtown Nev.
York. You are one in a mass, which
may be to your advantage.
One of the most important things
to remember as you walk through
the campus is to look intelligent and
confident. One way to contain these
qualities is to chant to yourself
quietly, but forcefully, "I am a

Spartan. lam a Spartan."
Once inside your classes, the ride
will be smooth. But you cannot be
inside your class until you have
found your class. Profound, yet true.
From one who has personally
experienced the agony of trying to
read the map printed inside the
schedule of classes, spare yourself.
It would be much easier to confess
that you are not a veteran here and
ask someone walking around sans
schedule and/or books, for that
matter, for directions.
Do not be fooled by the layout of
this school, either. San Jose State
has gone through a number of architectural changes in the last few
years to allow for a growing
population.
Therefore, instead of just one
library, we have two. So, when on
your greensheet, you are directed
towards the reserve book room, do
not spend countless hours searching
throughout the five floors of the
main libeary near Fourth and San
Fernando Streets with no results.
The reserve book room is located to
the northwest of Morris Dailey
Auditorium, if you know where that
is.
But no matter what happens, I
hope you eventually adjust to the
rewarding life of being educated at
SJSU.
Oh yeah. One more thing,
especially for you freshman and
transfer students.
Dudley Moorhead Hall is not a
joke.

Write Us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding
editorials, comments, news
stories or anything you might
have on your mind.
Best letters are short (250
words) and to the point. The
Spartan Daily reserves the right
to edit for libel, length and style.
All letters should be signed
with the author’s name, major
and class standing.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or by mail.

Serving the San Jose State
University Community Since 1104

Cartoonists: Publish your work!
Hey you!
Yeah, all you aspiring artists the ones who are
striving to be the next Paul Conrad, Gerry Trudeau or
Oliphant.
Listen up, folks, because this could be your big
chance to make that first step into the BIG TIME.
Remember, Trudeau, the now -rich and famous creator
of the Pulitzer Prize-winning "Doonesbury" comic
strip, started out drawing for his college newspaper at
Yale.
The Spartan Daily is opening its Opinion Page to
deserving cartoonists who are looking for an outlet to
expose their work.
There will be no limit to the number of artists whose
work we will consider. If a dozen good cartoonists
qualify, all will be utilized by the Spartan Daily.

The qualifications are simple.
The artist should have some knowledge of SOCIal
and political issues at the school, local, state and
national level. That means he or she should be a fairly
regular reader of a newspaper or viewer of television
news.
The artist should have some talent for drawing, of
course.
Interested cartoonists should visit the Spartan
Daily offices in JC 208 and talk to either of the Opinion
Page editors, Dean Cheatham or Randy Brown. The
office is open all day and staff members are usually
around between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
If Cheatham and Brown are not at their desks, leave
a note with your name and telephone number. They
will contact you as soon as possible.
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Former SJSU prof denied tenure at Berkeley
1

1Russ Lm,

Former SJSU sociology instructor Harry Edwards lectures before a crowd of 450 students at the
University of California, Berkeley. Edwards, the organizer of the 1968 Mexico Olympic boycott
threat, was denied tenure by a three -member ad hoc committee at Berkeley. The outspoken Edwards
said he is prepared to take the case to court if needed. He calls the denial "racist and political" and a
gross violation of affirmative action commitments.
By Tony Bizjaek
Harry Edwards, former
SJSU student and professor
and organizer of the 1968
Olympic boycott threat, is
again embroiled in controversy.
A professor of sociology
at the University of California at Berkeley since
1970, he recently has been
denied tenure by vote of his
Sociology Department colleagues.
Edwards asserts that
the denial is racial.
Should the vote be upheld in the tenure process

concluding at the chancellor’s desk, the 33-yearold professor will be let go
by the university.
Angry and prepared to
take the case to court if
needed, Edwards said,
"The denial was racist and
political. Due process was
not accorded. There were
gross violations of tenure
rights and of affirmative
action commitments;
gross violations of academic freedom.
"The level they are attempting to perpetrate this
is extremely unfortunate.

They probably feel they
can get away with it. They
might but we’re going to
he added.
Initiating the tenure
process, a three-member
ad hoc committee chosen
by the Sociology Department Chairman Robert
Clausen reviewed Edwards’ qualifications. It
discerned that Edwards’
scholarly research was ’uneven.’ The tenured faculty
of the Department subsequently voted 10 to 8
against Edwards with one
abstention.

the actual count was 10-8-1,
Clausen said, "The faculty
vote is confidential. Some
faculty member who was
not aware of all the facts
made that statement."
He added that Edwards
had refused to discuss the
denial of tenure with him.
"He said he had people in
his office when I offered
time to discuss it with
him," the chairman said.
Clausen reftised to
elaborate on reports that
the reason for denial was
due to ’weak research,’
stating the information was

Local Indians angered
by cemetery excavation
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(Continued from page1)
The three positions have
been temporarily filled by
non-Indian city officials.
In support of the local
Ohlones, Dennis Banks,
national director of AIM
appeared on the building
site five days later and
urged a boycott of all Holiday Inns throughout the
nation until the matter is
resolved.
Banks also appeared
before the city council
when it met on Jan. 25 to
consider the issue.
Banks said the disturbance of the Indian
burial ground is relevent to
the First Amendment of
the Bill of Rights relating
to freedom of religion.
"If the bones are disturbed then the spirit is disturbed," Banks said. He
warned that "great harm
can come to those who
disturb the bones, a curse
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is on them.
A stalemate in the meeting occurred when Hoptowit refused to consider the
four points in the plan separately. The four points
were:
The city acquiring a
plot of land to be used as a
final resting place for the
remains.
Placing a memorial
plaque at the garage site
denoting the area as a
burial ground.
Halting construction
in areas thought to contain
Indian remains.
A committee composed of city staff members and Indians to write a
new ordinance.
Hoptowit said he understood, in a meeting with
city planning director John
Hamilton, deputy city Attorney Diane Lee and the
developer, that these items
would be considered as a
whole.
When it became apparent that the council was
balking at the moratorium
on construction, "I had to
reject the whole package or
jeopardize my clients’
interests," he said. "I had
been given to understand
that the city council would
agree to this proposal."
Councilman David
Runyon proposed a 45 day
building moratorium but it
as defeated on a 5-2 vote.
Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes said the council
could not in all good conscience vote for a city-wide
moratorium.
"We weren’t asking a
total city-wide building

Vel

Help Us Help Others;
donate blood plasma
and earn cash

moratorium," Hoptowit
later insisted. "We wanted
a moratorium on sites now
known to contain Indian remains and a moratorium
on building once an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) had been filed
which indicated Indian remains." An EIR is necessary prior to issuing a
building permit.
Hoptowit said an EIR
written prior to the issuance of the building permit
for the Holiday Inn indicated that there were
Indian remains present.
The report recommended
that an archeologist should
be present during the
digging.
"In spite of this,"
Hoptowit said, "the city
conditioned the deed mandating a garage to service
motel guests and theater
patrons from across the
street.
"Now they (the city
council) want my clients to
be responsable," Hoptowit
complained.
The matter was
bounced to the city council
after Holiday Inn and
Wolff-Sesnon Development
Co. objected to the recommendations of the sixmember advisory committee.
since only half the site has
been excavated the rest of

It on the northern section of
the lot should be left undisturbed with only a concrete
slab laid on top of the
ground.
Garage plans would be
redesigned to accommodate this change. Any
"finds" would be removed
to another section of the
site such as planting areas
for reburial.
State law may be the
legal basis Hoptowit will
use for a suit against the
city. Health codes forbid
the digging up of any
human remains.
However, the Ohlones
attorney said he and his clients have a flexible timetable for filing suit.
"It will take the city
council some time to find
an archeologist to supervise the sifting of the
remains already dug up,"
Hoptowit said. Archeological supervision was
mandated by the city council.
"Also, from what I
understand the Archeological Code of Ethics
says that an archeologist
must seek and get the
consent of the Indians concerned," he said, "and the
Ohlones will not consent."
Hoptowit has also asked
the city and state attorney
to consider an investigation
of the matter.

confidential
In response, at a news
conference Jan. 18, Edwards said he has written
three books, including a
book in the field he is
pioneering, "Sociology of
Sport," that is used as a
text in 150 colleges nationwide.
He said although no
work in sociology is perfect
and without negative
review, "They were forced
to go to that. It was the only
thing they had. They had to
come up with this obscure
last resort."
Edward’s "Sociology of
Sport" clasa auditorium
seats approximately 450.
This quarter all seats are
filled and students sit in the
aisles. In his six years at
the university Edwards has
taught more than 25 per
cent of the Sociology Department enrollment according to figures published in a recent New West
magazine article.
Yet about his popularity
with the students he said
(the voting faculty members) didn’t even give that
adequate consideration.
They, in fact, think the
large class size makes a
class easier."
Edwards has the support of the Associated
Students. ASUC Vice President Steve Schirk: srote in
the Daily Cal newspaper
Jan. 14 "There seems little
doubt that Professor Edwards has met all of the
qualifications necessary to
receive tenure from the
University of California.
"To deny Professor Edwards tenure because of inadequate research, the
university’s usual rationale
for axing radical/third
world faculty simply does
not make sense in this
case."
For the embattled
professor this is only the
most recent of many
controversies that have involved him since his days
at SJSU. It is his reputation, according to SJSU
sociology lecturer Ken
Noel, which may be in part
a reason for the denial of
tenure.
Edwards spent six
years at SJSU as an undergraduate from 1960 to 1964
and as an Assistant Professor of Sociology from 1966
to 1968.
In September of 1967
Edwards brought national
attention to the college and
to himself for one week culminating in the cancellation of a SJSU

University of Texas at El
Paso football game for fear
of racially-caused violence.
Charging racial bias
in recruiting, housing, and
social activities, Edwards
threatened to "do anything
necessary" to end campus
discrimination.
cri mination.
Then-SJSU President
Robert D. Clark initiated
an ombudsman position to
"conduct a campaign against racial discrimination practiced by SJSU
students." He also placed
fraternities and sororities
on probation pending investigation of bias charges.
Edwards said last week,
"It was a lousy situation
when I was going to San
Jose. You couldn’t walk on
11th between San Antonio
and San Fernando without
being called a nigger."
"There were only 72
blacks at SJSU at that time
(Fall, 1967). They said it
was because blacks didn’t
often meet academic
requirements. "But white
athletes were kept even
when they weren’t meeting
academic requirements.
Ken (Noel) and I and
others were talking about
it. We decided we’d do
something about it."
An Edwards-led Olympic boycott movement in
1968 failed, though it did
lead to the famous victory
stand black fist salute by
Tommie Smith and John
Carlos.
Edwards left SJSU in
1968 to earn his Ph.D. at
Cornell University. Upon
completion he returned to
apply for employment

Gene
Wilder 0,
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or come by weekdays
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"They actually called to
Cornell and asked for me,"
Edwards said. "I didn’t apply , they came and got me.
Seven years later they turn
around and say I don’t
meet Berkeley standards.
"This is broader than
just me getting tenure," he
added, "We’re talking
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about a serious outcome
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which he did not receive
"When I left San Jose in
1968 there was a verbal
agreement between myself
and some people in the
Sociology Department that
I could come back," Edwards said.
According to Edwards
that promise was broken
and his application was
pigeon-holed rather than
processed. "I was told by
one member of the department that I was to big for
SJSU," he added.
However, according to
Dr. Rudoff. Sociology professor, the promise was one
of recommendation to the
deciding committee.
"I assured him he would
be considered and that I
would recommend him,"
Rudoff said. "I told him I’d
support his application for
a probationary position."
Edwards was then hired
by Berkeley as a result of
the Third World Strike.
Edwards now claims
political context under
which he was hired has
disappeared at Berkeley.
He attempted to bring his
grievance to light by organizing the October Coalition, a coalition of third
world students, to publicize
the trend to remove and restrict minority programs.
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Guevara predicts ’good things ahead’
despite below-.500 basketball chart
Past San Jose St.," which
about summed up ten
minutes of it.
UCLA has talent in
Marques Johnson, and
found an enforcer in Brett
Vroman, a 7-foot junior
This is the first of a two- center from Provo, Utah.
part series on the SJSU Vroman was playing so agbasketball team’s activi- gressively that fans began
ties during the semester to wonder what he’d taken
at halftime.
break. Part two will run in
Johnson, who many beWednesday’s edition.
lieve to be the top collegiate player in the counThe Spartans were 2-5 at
try, was playing on a bad
the close of fall classes, and
leg
reinjured in practice
improved that record to 7-9
earlier in the day and was
by winning all five of this
"limited" to 25 points and
season’s games at the Inde12 rebounds.
pendence Park Fieldhouse.
San Jose got balanced
Guevara has a young
scoring with Ron Ward and
team, and points out that Steve Sincock scoring 12
he’s looking forward to and 11 to lead the club.
working with freshman
Bartow Praises
starters Wally Rank and
Guevara’s man-to-man
Stan Hill for three more defense drew praise from
seasons.
UCLA coach Gene Bartow,
A young team makes as the common belief is
mistakes, and Guevara’s that Johnson, and his sideview is that an inexperi- kick, David Greenwood,
enced team makes many of will tear it to ribbons.
UCLA never did quite
these on the road because
the fans are pulling for the break the game wide open,
other team. The mentor is although Guevara praised
quick to point out that of Johnson for trying.
"Without him, we’d match
the 16 games the Spartans
up favorably with the
have played, 11 have been
Bruins."
on the road, so the record is
The Spartans returned
not indicative of the team’s
home to face UC Davis, and
ability.
as has been the custom at
Of the 10 remaining
here, whipped the Aggies,
games, seven are at the
85-78. The Aggies played
Fieldhouse, which should
well for about 30 minutes,
give the home cagers a lift.
but could not keep pace
Visit Pauley
with SJSU and fell back.
SJSU began its games
SJSU was led by the seaover the break by traveling
son high 27 points banked
to Pauley Pavilion in West- by guard Ken Mickey. Forwood to meet the UCLA
ward Tracy Haynes
Bruins. Visiting teams win chipped in 13, helping the
in Pauley about every Spartans rebound from a
other eclipse.
37-25 deficit to pull to within
The game is designed to 43-36 at the half.
upgrade the Spartan
Santa Clara was the
basketball program. Gue- host when it renewed its
vara was happy that his rivalry with the Spartans.
club made a good showing, Santa Clara, led by freshalthough losing as ex- man forward Kurt Rambis,
pected, 89-74. The Los the Broncos edged SJSU,
Angeles Times headlined 73-69, fighting off a big
the story "UCLA Elbows Spartan rally for the win.
By Pete Cavaghan
"I can see nothing but
good things ahead," stated
SJSU basketball coach
Ivan Guevara of his team’s
play.

4%

SJSU pivot man Stan Hill rolls a hook shot
over UC Santa Barbara center Tex
Walker, as Gaucho forward Tom Flavin
135), and Spartan froth Wally Rank look

on. It was Rank’s 25 -foot controversial
lump shot at the buzzer that pushed SJSU
past the Gauchos, 8312, last Tuesday at
Independence Fieldhouse.

Spartans’ cage press
logrolls Lumberjacks
By Jamie Rozzi
An early, second half,
full-court press enabled the
SJSU basketball team to
overcome a five point
halftime deficit to scoot
byHumboldt State
University 73-57 before
1,811 fans at the Independence Park Fieldhouse
Friday evening.
The Spartans, starting
freshman, Wally
three
Rank, Stan Hill and Frank
Johnson,were without the
services of swingman Rick
Quinn and Steve Sincock.
mum
MMMMM
USF 71 SCU 70
University of San
Francisco guard Chubby
Cox hit a rolling layup with
two seconds remaining to
play to push the nationally
No. 1 ranked Dons past
Santa Clara University 7170 Saturday evening before
a standing room only
crowd at Toso Pa villion
is
Quinn reportedly suffered a rib injury in the
Spartans’ 83-32 thriller
over Santa Barbara
Tuesday night while his
teammate injured an arm
during practice.
The Spartans, shooting
a horrid 30.3 per cent from
the field in the opening
period, went to the locker
room at intermission
trailing 32-27.
Two quick buckets by
Hill began the second half
of play cutting the Lumberjacks’ edge to one and
setting the stage for a lead
change.
The Lumberjacks, at-

tempting to in bound the
ball were robbed four
straight times. Guard Ken
Mickey popped in a couple
of short jumps shots within
14 seconds to put the
Spartans on top 35-34 and
two more hoops by Tracy
Haynes increased the
Spartans’ lead to five.
Haynes finished the
game with 16 points to
capture Spartan scoring
honors.
SJSU’s streak was
halted when Humboldt got
the ball to forward Jeff
Sutton whose 10 -foot
jumper of the glass aided
his game total of 18 points.
The Spartans, going
back to their original 3-2
defense after the 12-2
scoring spurt, held on to the
lead for the remainder of
the non-conference tilt.
The Spartans did a complete reversal in the second
half hitting 67.9 per cent
from the field for a 47.5 per
cent average for the game.
SJSU ran into trouble
early in the game when the
Lumberjacks went into a
four-corner stall offense
forcing the Spartans to abbreviate their 3-2 zone.
The Spartans received a
break late in the first half
when Humboldt’s Steve
Alexander missed a pair of
charity tosses that were the
result of a technical foul on
Spartan head coach Ivan
Guevara.
Guevara drew the the
technical when he voiced
his displeasure over what
looked to be an obvious
traveling violation but the

Bargain Mat, Judo Tickets
Spartan wrestling, Judo
and gymnastics fans will
have the opportunity to
observe their teams in action for a big discount
under a new ticket plan announced by the SJSU
athletic department.
A total of eight events in
the three sports will be
comprised in an "Individual Winter Sports
Pass" obtainable from the
ticket office in room 115 of
the Men’s Gym, Fourth and
San Carlos streets, or by
mailing payment to In-

dividual Winter Sports
Pass, Men’s Athletic Department, San Jose State
University, 95192.
The pass entitles two
fans to attend any remaining home meet, which
individually would cost $16.
Highlights of the schedule are the National Collegiate Judo Championship
Saturday, March 26, and
the Spartan Freestyle Open
wrestling tournament
Saturday, May 7.
All events will be held in
Spartan Gym.
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referee didn’t agree.
The win was the
Spartans’ eighth in 17
outings and their sixth
consecutive at home.

"We would have won on
a neutral court," stated
Guevara, again pointing to
the big home-court edge.
Home Advantage
Stan Hill had 18 and Ken
Mickey 14 in the losing
cause. Rambis led all
scorers with 20 and also
pulled down 18 rebounds.
With three minutes to
go, the Spartans tied the
contest at 69-69, but Lon dale Theus, a freshman
from Los Angeles and
brother of Reggie of
Nevada-LasVegas, hit a
foul shot, Rambis slamdunked, and Eddie Joe
Chavez’ charity shot was
icing on the cake.
Guevara was pleased
with his squad’s comeback
performance, but obviously would have liked the win.
Sacramento State was
the next victim at the
Fieldhouse, losing 94-83, as
the Spartans registered
their highest point total of
the year. Four players, including freshman sensation Wally Rank, were in
double figures for SJSU.
Ken Mickey led with 21 followed by Rank’s 16.
Freshman Stars
The Spartans played
lackadaisically until at
halftime, down 41-39, they
realized they could be upset. SJSU opened with a 146 blitz and never trailed
after that. Rank and swingman Rick Quinn were the
driving forces behind the
rally.
Rank again starred
along with Mickey when
the Spartans got a return
match with Illinois State,
which embarrassed the
Spartans, 101-82, earlier
this season.
The Red Birds, this time
in enemy territory, had
their 12-2 record suffer a 7975 loss. Mickey set Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
and SJSU records by handing out 17 assists. Rank
scored the last six points
for the Spartans while thi

the game, making rebounding rather tough for SJSU.
Tracy Haynes scored 14
for SJSU, but his biggest
contribution was shutting
down Red Birds star Billy
Lewis, holding him to just
10 points.
Mickey, who had 12
points and a record 17
assists two nights before,
led the Spartans into Stockton to face Pacific in the
PCAA opener for both
teams and again cracked
the record book.
An account of that game
and all Spartan conference
games to date, will appear
Wednesday, including the
exciting last-second win
over Santa Barbara.

game was on the line,
which is becoming a habit
for the 6-foot-6 forward,
who had 25 points.
The Spartans led
through the first half and
finally relinquished the
lead with 4:25 to go when
the Red Birds tied, 67-67.
After trading baskets to
knot at 73-apiece, Rank
took over, scoring the last
four points on a pair of
slam-dunks.
Strategy Changes
Guevara’s early
strategy was to try to shut
down Illinois’ 7-foot center,
Jeff Wilkins. That failed
because the rest of the Red
Birds picked up the slack.
Guevara countered by letting Wilkins do what he
wanted and trying to shut
down the rest of the team.
Wilkins finished with 26
points, but to no avail. Wilkins was one of two 7 footers Illinois had, The
other, freshman Joe Galvin, also played, and at
times both big men were in
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High fees coupled with low promotion

Small enrollment in fitness class
By Ernie Hill
Questionable promoting
and a steep registration fee
were two of the prime reasons why a women’s fitness
clinic here drew only five
participants.
These words about the
mid -January program
came from one of the instructors, Spartan
Wrestling Coach, T.J.
Kerr.
The plan devised by
Kerr and SJS Athletic
Director Bob Murphy was
to educate women on the
values of fitness and weight
training and at the same
time make some money for
the university’s sports
program.
Kerr said a program
like this can still be successful at the university
but thinks the $75 registration fee was too high for
the area of San Jose.
The wrestling coach
also pointed out an article
in the San Jose Mercury
sports section informing
the public of the program,
which should have been in
the Women’s Section for
maximum value. This he
said was one reason for the
small turnout.
Kerr hopes the program
will be offered next year

but would like to see some
changes. This year’s
classes for the women were
daily for two weeks. The
class length was two hours.
Kerr would like to see the
program reduced to one
week next year with a
lower registration fee and
some night classes offered.
Noting the difficulty of
beginning such a program,
Kerr said, "It was an accomplishment just to get it
off the ground." He also
said the future of the
program should be good be-

cause of the high motivation level in the women,
which were better than
what men usually show in
such areas.
fierr couldn’t
overemphasize the importance of such programs
to provide needed financial
aid to the sports department. He called the
weight room facilities at
S.IS, "atrocious" and often
in overcrowded condition.
The weight training
area was a showcase of the
wrestling department a

few years ago and was the
first thing recruits were
shown. Now prospective
athletes are quickly
shuffled by the area because of torn upholstery
and broken cables on much
of the equipment.
To pay for repairs such
as these, money making
programs must be instituted due to the tight
budget all campus sports
face. Hopefully, next year
a more successful fitness
program can be operated
by the department that
badly needs the money.

Steve Martin
and Toad the Mime
Saturday February 5, 8 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
Tickets: Students: $3 in advance, $4 at the doo,
(must show student I.D.) General Public: $4 in
advance, $5 at the door
Available at all Bass outlets, the Associated Students
Business Office and at the door.

Hoop award created
College football has its
Heisman Trophy, so why
can’t basketball have a
Wooden Award?
That’s the logic behind
the Los Angeles Athletic’s
Club’s (LAAC) announcement that the nation’s outstanding collegiate basketball player
will be honored following
the current season.
Named after the former
UCLA coach who retired
two years ago, the John R.
Wooden Award will be de-

termined by a vote of 1000
combined sportswriters
and sportscasters selected
by state chairmen in each
state.
The LAAC also sponsors
the Heisman and believes

the basketball honor will
have the success of the
football award.
A $2,000 scholarship accompanies the Wooden
honor.
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Three football aides hired as a fourth resigns

d’

By Steve Dubs
The vacancies on the
SJSU football coaching
staff have been filled with
the hiring of three new
assistants.
Ron DeMonner, from
San Jose’s Archbishop
Mitty High School, Ken
Uselton, from College of
the Sequoias, and Dom
Capers from the University
of Hawaii will fill three of
the spots left open by the
post-season resignations of
four of last year’s coaches;
Doug Kay, offensive coordinator, Dick Mannini,
defensive coordinator, and
offensive line coaches Dick
Sullivan and Joe DeLuca.
Kay, now an assistant at
UCLA, is filling the spot
left open by the departure
of Rich Brooks, now at Ore-
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Spartan head coach
Lynn Stiles said Kay told
him he was extremely
happy at SJSU, but that he
wanted Stiles to call UCLA
coach Terry Donahue and
find out more about the
vacancy on Donahue’s
staff.
DeLuca and Mannini
were released after the ’76
campaign. Stiles said that
"the personnel changes
were to help get the program moving in the direction we think it ought to
move."
According to SJSU
Sports Information Director Wynn Cook, the assignment of positions has not
been confirmed yet. But
Cook is sure Capers will be
the defensive coach, "since

Pat Rossler’s top-notch form earned her a 192 average at
the Las Vegas Invitational Bowling Tournament.

Women bowlers
attain top honors
LS

1

For the third consecutive year, the SJSU
women’s bowling team
took most of the top honors
at the annual Las Vegas
New Year’s Invitational
Bowling Tournament. The
victory assures the women
of a spot in the sectional
championship tournament
in Sacramento this April.
The women’s team,
consisting of Pat Rossler,
Sharon Nishimatsu, Carrie
Choy, Sandy Johnson and
Clare Glieden, won the Las
Vegas Tournament with a
total of 10,001 pins.
The Las Vegas Invitational, held Dec. 30-31, at
Showboat Lanes, was sponsored by Arizona State Uni? versity. It has become the
country’s largest collegiate
tournament.
Rossler won high game
honors at the tourney with
a 257 game, teaming with
Choy to capture the doubles
crown on sets of 574 and
597. Rossler’s 192 average
? won top honors as the
vr7 women’s all-events champion.
"It was a solid team
effort throughout the entire
11 games of the tournament," Terry Gregory,
coach of the team, said.
"That’s what enabled the
San Jose squad to stay in
front of a very strong team
from Hillsborough Community College from

Florida."
In order to attend the
National Championships in
San Antonio, Texas, this
May, the women must win
the sectional championship
tournament. Teams in the
tournament hail from California, Nevada and Arizona. There are 15 sections
through out the United
States. Each section sends
a winner to Texas, out of a
national total of 900 teams.
The SJSU men’s team
also has a chance to be in
the sectionals. The men,
currently in first place,
must win their intercollegiate league title to
qualify.
Both teams are sponsoring a Valentine Scotch
Doubles tourney Sunday,
Feb. 13, and a "3-6-9"
handicap singles tourney
Friday, March 4, to raise
money for the trip to Sacramento.
Prizes will include
trophies. bowling balls and
bags. Information of these
tournaments is available at
the games area desk in the
student union.
The women returned
from Las Vegas with a host
of trophies. The team competed this past weekend in
the Cal Poly Invitational
Bowling Tournament, but
it had no effect on their
qualifying for the sectionals.

The Dave Mason
Band in person.

that was his specialty at
Hawaii for the past two
years."
Capers was not available for comment.
DeMonner is confident
he will coach the offensive
line, since that is what he
did at Mitty, though he does
not know who he will be
working with.
Uselton is certain he
will coach the running
backs, "Unless something
unforseen happens."
Both DeMonner and
Uselton said they have not
had the time to look over
the returning players to see
what they have to work
with.
"We haven’t gotten
down to discussing football
yet. Our main concern is
recruiting and making sure
the players are enrolled in
school," Uselton said.
Uselton was the head
coach of the University of
Pacific frosh team, before
moving to Montgomery
High School for six years,
two as head coach.
He followed this up with
a seven-year hitch at West
Hills Community College,
capturing two conference
championships while
compiling a 42-24 record.
He next spent one year
at the reigns at Hartnell
College, with an 8-3 record
and a league championship.
Last semester he
worked as the defensive
coordinator at College of
the Sequoias. His overall
junior college record was
50-27.
Before he turned to
coaching, Uselton played
football and baseball at
University of Pacific and
Santa Rosa Community
College where he added
basketball.
DeMonner played for
two years at the University
of Oregon before transfering to SJSU in 1961-62 to
complete his eligibility. He
worked as a graduate
assistant here one year before a four-year coaching
stint at Los Gatos’ Await
High School. From there he
moved on to his last spot at
Mitty.
Capers is the latest to
join come to SJSU, announcing his resignation
from the University of
Hawaii to join the Spartan
staff on Jan. 17. Rainbow
Warrior head coach Larry
Price said he was "sorry to
see him go."
Capers graduated in

1972 from Mount Union College, Ohio, where he played
football and baseball for
four years. Following his
graduation, he coached
football as an assistant at
Kent State University for

Ken Uselton
experience plenty

Mitty mentor

to see the game films. I arrived about a month ago
and the name of the game
has been recruiting. I have
had no chance to see the
films and evaluate the personnel. I’ll go with the idea
of everyone having an
equal chance. I have no
idea of the caliber of the
kids coming back, though I
have heard in conversation
of their ability," DeMonner
added.
Capers took a much
more direct approach in a
statement released the day
of his resignation.
"This is strictly a professional and financial
move since there is a pay
increase and a car offered," he said.
In the early interview
with Stiles concerning the

In the 10 months Stiles
has been here, he has
managed to bring in some
of his own selections to the
tune of a completely handpicked coaching staff.
In addition to DeMonner, Uselton and Capers,
those returning, and all
chosen by Stiles, are defensive line coach Mike Dolby,
receiver coach Mike
Flores, Linebacker coach
Mike Quinn and quarterback coach Jim Nagel, as
well as graduate assistants
Phil Neri (tight ends) and
Larry Zajonc (linebackers).
A starting date has not
been set for spring practice, and the players are
about to enter into a weight
training program under
Capers this week.

resignation of DeLuca and
Mannini, he said "in order
to enable me to develop the
program in the direction I
think it must grow. I must
be afforded the opportunity
to bring in some of my own
selections."

Dom Capers
came to mainland

Depends on pitching and transfers

SJSU diamond outlook; improvement?
By Rich Freedman
At some point during
last year’s SJSU baseball
season, Spartan head
coach Gene Menges probably wished capital
punishment was written
into the California law
books.
The gas chamber,
lynching or even death by
cleats to the face would at
times seem more appealing than watching the court
jesters that called themselves the Spartan baseball
club.
Then outfielder, now
second baseman Rich
Guardino was a misfit; a
Kojak among Keystone
Kops. He was the team’s
only .300 hitter (.330),
topping the team in that
category by 70 percentage
points.
But last year’s bitter
memory of 36 losses in 55
games is forgotten. Or so
hope Menges and cocoaches Sam Piraro and
Jerry McClain.
Dressed in a white "San
Jose State Physical Education" T shirt, baggy blue
sweat pants and rubber
soled athletic shoes,
Menges spoke optimistically but warily of the 1977
version of Spartan baseball.
New Team
"We’re basically a new
team this year," he said,
which must bring a sigh of
relief to area fans.
Menges, understandably, has a wait-and-see
attitude before a team
diagnosis is possible.

Ron DeMonner

three seasons until 1975,
when he joined the University of Washington in
the spring. He left before
the season started for the
University of Hawaii,
where he took over the defensive backs for two
years.
Different reasons were
given by some of the
coaches for taking their
jobs.
"It’s a big challenge.
You with human beings.
You deal with them the
same as at the high school
level, but here they should
be more mature.
"I feel comfortable and
excited. If Ideal with a person in a fair and forthright
manner. I expect them to
respond in turn.
"I haven’t had a chance

He is banking on the
performances of several
junior college transfers
plus an experienced pitching staff.
"I’ve been impressed
with the improvement of
our pitchers We have nine

and all are ahead of last
year," Menges, who was
entering his eighth season
as SJSU head coach, said.
The four returnees from
the varsity mound crew
Steve Friar, Charlie
Wyatt, Mark Larson and
John Bridgeman
hope to
deflate last season’s reluctantly accomplished team
earned run average of 5.43.
Rotation uncertain
Menges wasn’t sure of
his starting rotation, but
assistant Piraro believed
Friar, Reno Jaycee transfer Jeff Nowotny and Wyatt
will comprise the top three.
Piraro said that with
most teams, the No. 9 man
on the staff usually gets to
toe the mound only during
batting practice. That
won’t be the case at SJSU,
he added.
"From the sixth man
through ninth the talent
will be about equal," the
Baretta-sized coach said.
"Everyone will get a shot."
Remarkably, the only
left-hander among the nine
hurlers as of last week was
sophomore Mark Larson.
Larson was the varsity’s only southpaw last
season, and the freshman
from Pleasanton found college ball wasn’t all milk
and cookies.

6-5, 225-pounder. "But he’s
big and I hear he can throw
hard"
Smooth transition
Menges said the biggest
surprise of the young season has been junior Randy
Johnson.
The bushy-haired and
mustachioed Johnson has
apparently made a smooth
transition from football
place-kicker to third baseman.

ponents, including St.
Mary’s and Santa Clara.
"You can’t pass up
Santa Clara as the favorite," Menges said. "But we
should be right up there."
On the basis of last
year’s team play, "up
there" may be the only
source of help for the Spartan baseball team

and Johnson can all hit the
ball out." Menges said.
Still, the Spartan
skipper predicted the improved pitching and team
speed will control the
club’s destiny.
With the realignment of
the league, SJSU faces
several formidable op-

SCCER:

"He’s done an excellent
job," Menges said of the
tobacco-chewing Johnson.
With Johnson penciled
in at third and Guardino’s
switch to second, a competent defensive infield is
in the offing.

San Jose
Men’s Wear
& Soccer Shop
Fashion Clothing,
Sportswear, Et
Soccer Goods

SJSU committed 120
errors last season, just
over two a game.
With slugger Glenn Williams (13 home runs) off
trying to earn a living in
the pros, it would seem this
year’s club would have a
power shortage reminiscent of the New York
Blackout.
Not so, according to
Menges.

For example:
-Doss soccer shoes
-Doss soccer ball
-Americana soccer ball
Hours:
Weekdays 9-8 pm
Sundays 9-6 pm
89 S. First St.
294-4020

"Guardino, Tony Biondi,
Jay Peryam, Rich Givens

As a spot starter and reliever, he was 0-3 in 17
appearances. But the
potential is obviously
there. Larson struck out 44
batters in 57 innings.
The Spartans may get
more lefty support in the
person of massive Gary
Cragin.
Cragin, tight end on
SJSU’s football team last
fall,. has been detained at
his home in Gardena but
was expected to be with the
team Friday.
"I don’t know how good
he is," Menges said of the

GET YOUR
MIND AND BODY
TOGETHER
File Institute of PsychoPhysical Development, Inc. provides services of an
educational nature which promote the psychological and physiological wellbeing of all members of the community, regardless of race, creed, or sex. The
Institute also sponsors and conducts research into related medical and educational problems.
The educational programs are supported by fees from the participants. Meditation, Kung Fu, and women’s self-defense programs are currently available.
Psychological growth workshops, yoga and teacher training courses are scheduled for implementation in the immediate future. Other programs under consideration include: biofeedback, jogging, smoking and weight control, psychological counseling, and special programs for particular groups (for example:
rape victims, disadvantaged youths, senior citizens, alcoholics, and drug addictsl.

we don’t really know how many...
Big Macs you would have to eat to equal the nutritional value of
.
one NATURE BURGER because we don’t know what’s in a Big Mac,
but we do know what is in a NATURE BURGER and we’re proud of it.
Sun ’N Soil posts the percentage of your minimum daily requirement
for the important vitamins and nutrients that you enjoy in a NATURE
BURGER. For a change of pace why not try a NATURE BURGER for
lunch ... it’s not only nutritious but it’s delicious. Take advantage of
our special 1/2 price offer this week. Start a healthy habit have a
NATURE BURGER.

riENNENNEI
SPECIAL OFFER!

112 PRICE-93
WITH COUPON

LOW COST

REG $1.88

Introclucing our new
SUPER
NATURE
BURGER’ See for
yourself how good
good food can be
Offer expires
FEB 5 1977
one p,:

.........1111111.111.111111.011111.11.111.

Our rates are the lowest in the state because we are a non-profit educational
corporation. No contracts your MONEY BACK after first lesson if not satisfied
In addition, full time students receive a 15% discount.

DON’T JUST FEED YOUR PALATE. FEED YOUR BODY!

FACILITIES
Our huge 7000 ft. studio offers carpeted dressing rooms, showers, weight
room, full lenght mirrors, mats & special training equipment.
"Certified Live" was recorded without
overdubs or studio tricks, and mixed to sound
like a real Dave Mason concert.
You can almost see Dave Mason
and his band perform
"Certified Live." A two-record
visit by Dave Mason,
on Columbia Records and Tapes

SPECTATORS WELCOME
Drop by and watch a class today with NO OBLIGATION.
SAN JOSE
245 E Santa Clara St. at 8th.

AINSTITUTE OF PSYCHOPHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT, INC.
325 S 1st. St. 4th floor
San Jose, Ca, 95113
Phone: 293-6611 or 241-0502

287-8887

CUPERTINO
20700 Stevens Creek Blvd. 257-8887

MOUNTAIN VIEW
881 E. El C.arntno Real
limed, European Health Spa) 984-4485

HOME OF THE FAMOUS NATURE BURGER.

I.
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Musical depicts friendship
"Archy and Mehitabel",
a light-hearted musical
based on characters
created by newspaperman
Don Marquis, will open the
SJSU Theatre Arts Department’s spring season this
Friday at 8 p.m. in the
Studio Theatre.

I"

Directed by Professor
Noreen La Barge Mitchell,
the "back alley opera"
about the friendship between an articulate
cockroach and an amorous
alley cat features Gary
Shannon and Nancy
Merrell in the title roles.
All proceeds from the
production, also playing
February 5, 11 and 12, will
go to support the Dr.

Dorothy Kaucher Contest
in Oral Interpretation, held
twice a year by the Theatre
Arts Department
Features music
"Archy and Mehitabel,"
which opened on Broadway
in 1957 as "Shinbone
Alley", features music by
George Kleinsasser, lyrics
by Joe Darion and book by
Darion and Mel Brooks.
Cal Warren choreographed the campus production, with Gary Shannon and Joseph Conti Sharing the musical director’s
chores.
Donamarie Reeds designed the cartoon-style
sets, and Margaret Curry
designed the costumes.
Lighting director is J.

Patrick Waddell, technical
director is James R. Earle,
Jr., and Jackie Anderson is
assistant to the director.
Broadway play
Archy the cockroach
and Mehitabel the cat first
appeared in a column in the
New York Sun called "The
Dial", written by Don
Marquis. The characters
became so popular with
readers that Marquis
finally recorded their adventures in several books.
At night, Archy invades
the office of a newspaperman, played in the
musical by Patrick Turner.
By dancing on the typewriter keys, the cockroach
writes poems and stories
about pleasure -loving

arts &
entertainment

Mural too large for city
Mehitabel the cat and Archy the cockroach
cavort down Shinbone Alley in the comic
musical "Archy and Mehitabel," SJSU
Theatre Arts Department’s first spring

production Directed by Professor Noreen
La Barge Mitchell, the play opens Friday
at 8 p m in the Studio Theatre

The mural on the walls
of the Underground Record
Shop remains (at 98 S.
Third street), despite "continued harassment" from
city officials, according to
shop co-owner Patricia
O’Gara.

ELO visuals stun audience
By Kim Lew
An Electric Light Orchestra concert is green
laser lights, blue fiddles,
electric cellos, and artificial fog. It is a visual experience that absorbs. It
makes the crowd moan.
The visuals would be
meaningless though, if
ELO was not a smooth,
professional group. A rock
and roll audience rarely
sits still, but between
screaming and clapping,
everyone just sat with
mouths gaping.
Last Tuesday night’s
show was a sellout, with a
capacity crowd of 14,000
packed into South San
Francisco’s Cow Palace to
watch the group from
Birmingham, England.
Playing a white electric

cello, ELO’s Hugh McDowall was awesome
during a ten-minute solo.
He eased through startling
classical and rhythm/blues
movements.
Vocalist/guitarist Jeff
Lynne, formerly of the
Move (a defunct English
group), ripped through hit
song after hit song, such as
"Showdown," "Strange
Music," and climaxing
with "Roll Over Beethoven," for the finale.
Groups like ELO are
paid between $20,000 and
$60,000 per show, depending on attendance, a sound
crew overseer said. Also.
the groups are usually free
to cancel any show for any
reason.
ELO spends more than
they make while on the

ies movies
Silver Streak
By Mark Paxton
"Silver Streak’’ might
be a very funny movie, because it stars some very
funny people.
Unfortunately, it is not a
very funny movie.
Maybe it’s because
when one tries to mix
humor with sex with explicit violence, people may
not be amused.
Maybe it’s Colin
Higgins’ plodding script.
Maybe it’s Arthur
Hiller’s direction. Hiller,
who also has "Love Story"
on his conscience, could
probably make a horse
race boring.
Undoubtably, the film
fails because of all these
reasons.
"Silver Streak" is set on
a Los Angeles-to-Chicago
train trip. Through a variety of coincidences, half
the passengers on the train
end up gunning for stars
Gene Wilder and Jill Clayburgh.
Director Hiller then gets
Wilder into bed with
Clayburgh at the first
available opportunity. Not
to have sex, you under-

road, on such things as the
laser light show, rented
sound equipment and
travel expenses, an ELO
sound engineer said,
during a break between
acts.
English guitarist Steve
Hillage opened the show
with a short, loud set.
Playing his version of
space music, mixed with
whale moans, Hillage hit
high notes that felt like dry
ice dragging slowly across
raw nerve ends.
Sharply harmonized
vocals highlighted the
second act, Colorado’s
Firefall. Rick Roberts and
Larry Burnett labored
through an hour-long set,
struggling badly for the
first half, while introducing
no new interesting

material.
"Give ’em two years,"
the overseer said. "Man, it
took ELO seven years.
Firefall still has to get its
act together."
Overly exuberant spectators can ruin a concert.
Beware of short fat men,
with red hair and receding
hairlines, who scream
"reds, crystal, acid, get
stoned," with absolutely no
prompting.
During the show,
walking vendors wandered
through the crowd. selling
"green lights" for two
dollar a pop. These were
phosphorescent strips, that
looked like hunks of green
string licorice, and were
worn as necklaces. Ken
Kesey would have approved.

movies movies

stand, but to exchange silly
one-liners.
Wilder’s delicate timing
is wasted in this type of
comedy.
People drop dead as fast
as the jokes until, one hour
into the movie, Richard
Pryor is introduced.
Pryor’s frantic, running-scared humor is perfect for "Silver Streak." It
is too bad he doesn’t arrive
in time to save the film
or fortunate that he arrives
late enough to save his
career, depending on how
you think.
The scene in which
Pryor disguises Wilder as a
Black is a good example of
what they both can do.
As the two -prepare to
slip through a police blockade looking for Wilder, he
worries about whether or
not they will make it.
"We’ll make it past the
cops," Pryor snaps. "I just
hope we don’t see no
Muslims."
Twenty minutes after
Pryor’s arrival, the film
abruptly ends with a spectacular train crash at the
Chicago station.
This scene alone makes
Silver Streak alqost worth

The 1 story
of the decade.
The 1 bestseller
of our time.
Now the ’1 paperback.
Ze7W,c

seeing. . . almost.

Solution
By Kathy Morrison
Boasting a civilized,
witty script and a sterling
cast, "The Seven-Per-Cent
Solution" is one of the few
totally enjoyable films to
rise out of the recent
Christmas movie glut.
Adapted by Nicholas
Meyer from his best-selling
book, "Seven -Per -Cent
Solution" throws together
but
the improbable
fascinating duo of SherSigmund
and
lock Holmes
Freud in Vienna of the
1890’s. Freud cures Holmes
of his cocaine addiction,
and then accompanied by
faithful Dr. Watson, they
set out to solve a mystery
concerning one of Freud’s
patients.
Nicol Williamson, last
seen as Little John in
"Robin and Marian,"
makes a cool, businesslike

Holmes, who still has his
rarely-seen human side.
Alan Arkin plays a
thoughtful, sympathetic
Freud, just beginning to
break ground on the new
field of psychoanalysis.
Among the other actors
who seem to be thoroughly
enjoying themselves are
Robert Duvall as Watson,
Laurence Olivier as Professor Moriarty, and
Vanessa Redgrave as
Freud’s beautiful patient,
as well as Joel Gray, Anna
Quayle, Samantha Eggar
and Jeremy Kemp.
Director Herbert Ross
has fashioned a beautiful,
stately portrait of turn-ofthe -century Europe,
enlivened with a subtle,
intelligent sense of humor.
The first half of the
movie, which deals with
the curing of Holmes’
addiction, is treated
seriously or at least with
a straight face. But once he
recovers from a night-

The city has no official
complaint with the mural
itself, but rather with
"Underground Records"
painting on two sides of the
building.
Code violation
A recent city ordinance
declared signs cannot
extend "beyond that
portion of the wall which is
your exclusive possession." This puts 65
square feet of the signs in
violation of the code.
Although several
businesses in the area appear to be in violation,
"their signs went up before
the ordinance was passed,
and it isn’t retro-active,"
O’Gara said.
Citation appealed
O’Gara abandoned her
original plan to cover the
portions of the sign and

"paint in bold, black letters
what we think of the city
ordinance." Instead, they
appealed the citation.

There IS a difference!

Next move
Their next move,
O’Gara said, is to go to the
planning commission with
their cause. They will be attempting to get a variance
on the grounds that the sign
is an essential part of the
mural, and as such should
be considered a work of
art.
"What we’re trying to
do is brighten up a depressed area," O’Gara
said. "This mural is the
most beautiful thing down
here."

The scene is doubly
hilarious because it is such
a stock movie scene, and
because it is simply funny
and exciting in itself.
Meyer knows why people
loved the old movies, ard
he gives the audience a
chance to laugh at itself as
well.
"The Seven -Per -Cent
Solution" is a rare treat in
a year dominated by giant
apes and superstar ego
trips. The great charm of
this movie is its apparently
effortless ability to be 100
per cent entertaining, and
to retain its dignity at the
same time.

McDonald’s
a

Come into McDonald’s and find out
,8,t,
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Over 3$ years of experience and success. Small classes. Vol.
ominous home study materials. Courses that ars constantly
updated. Centers open days a weekends all year. Complete
tape facilities for review of class lessons and for use or
toillPlementary materials.

ECFMG FLEX
NAT’L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
55 GRANT AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 9410R
4151 433-1763
2251 YALE STRUT
PALO ALTO. CA 94306
14151 327-0941
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Appeal cannot be
granted unless the sign is
blocked from view by
another, or unless its
repair would cause financial burden.

movies moN,
marish withdrawal period,
adventure takes over. A
beautiful woman disappears, a nun is murdered,
and "the Great Detective"
is off on another case.
It is during the second
half of the film that author
Meyer’s irreverent wit
comes to light.
This is especially true
during a daring train chase
scene, which culminates in
a duel between Holmes and
an adversary over the tops
of the speeding cars, while
in the background Freud
and Watson are tearing
apart a box car just to keep
their engine running.

by the program, she applied as a substitute
teacher here, and was
hired.
"So you might say
Archy and Mehitabel led
me to State," said Mrs.
Mitchell, who is now the
senior member of SJSU’s
theatre arts faculty.
Unforgettable introduction
Prof. Mitchell personally contacted the
show’s composer, George
Kleinsasser, about the
royalties, and she has since
struck up a real friendship
with him.
Kleinsasser is very interested in San Jose State’s
production, she remarked,
and he even lowered the
cost of the royalties because the show is supporting a scholarship fund
Supporting scholarships
Mrs. Mitchell hopes to
tour the production to local
schools after it closes at
SJSU.
Tickets are available at
the SJSU box office at Fifth
and San Fernando Streets.
Hours are from 12 to 4 p.m.,
Tuesday through Friday
and the phone number is
277-2777. General admission is $2.50 and student
tickets are $1.50.

The city denied
O’Gara’s appeal in the
middle of December,
"since repairing it would
not cause financial hardship," O’Gara said.

Register for
our Economics
101 this week.

Flexible Programs & Hours

S2 50
AVONNT-WO

The mural, by SJSU
graduate Phil Langdon,
covers the walls of the
store at Third and San Fernando streets, depicting a
fantasy, includes an elephant and spacecraft on a
background of stars.

Mehitabel and her friends,
especially Big Bill, her
allay cat lover, played by
John Davies, and Horace
the theatre cat, played by
Ray Mendonca.
Amorous cat
Other members of the
cast, playing several roles
each, are Peter Hadres,
Margaret Curry, Betty de
Tar, Sue Freed and Sherra
Shick.
Light and occasionally
philosophical, the musical
concentrates on the enduring friendship of two
very unlike individuals.
Prof. Mitchell noted that
though they are insects and
animals, the characters
"have very human
thoughts and emotions."
Humanistic characters
Prof. Mitchell, who
specializes in Readers
Theatre and Oral Interpretation, first became interested in Archy and
Mehitabel while still in
college at the University of
Michigan. Later, after
moving to the Bay Area,
she attended a program of
oral interpretation based
on Marquis’ stories
presented by’ students of
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher from
San Jose State. Impressed

how far a dollar can go. You’ll get a
good lesson in simple economics, and

Your Textbook
Buy it today, don’t delay!

/15-Spottan

Bookstore
Son Jose State University

tNICKIWt
,iiintfItoTC
Find out if you should think
"Army Officer" after graduation.
Just check one or more of the Army
officer job specialties listed below
and contact
Major Bill Walden
Room 311 MacCluarrie Hall
277-2985
to see how Army ROTC will fit into your
academic program.

AIR DEFENSE
ARMOR
ARTILLERY
CHEMICAL
COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING
FINANCE
FOOD MANAGEMENT
HIGHWAY AND RAIL OPERATIONS
INFANTRY
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
INTELLIGENCE
LAW ENFORCEMENT
LEGAL PROFESSIONS
LOGISTICS
MARINE AND TERMINAL OPERATIONS
MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
PETROLEUM MANAGEMENT
MEDICAL PROFESSIONS
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
TRAINING MANAGEMENT

the best food not much money can buy
WE’RE ON SAN CAR LOS, JUST ONE
BLOCK FROM THE MEN’S GYM

COUPON

PURCHASE A GREAT -TASTING BIG
MAC. AND (ETA FREE REGULAR
SIZE ORDER OF OUR FAMOUS
FRENCH FRIES!!
GOOD THRU 2/7/77
1 per customer pet NMI
Between
11 s.m

closing

3rd?, SAN CARLOS

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO
GET THE FACTS ABOUT
WHAT "ARMY OFFICER" COULD
MEAN TO YOU.
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CSUC student presidents’ association
missing funds study should end soon
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controller LeMond
Goodloe.
Ferguson, who is now
the SPA controller, said a
recent conversation he had
with Inspector Jack
Toomey of the San Francisco Police Department’s
Fraud Division indicated
the investigation may be
near completion.
"When I talked to Inspector Toomey last week,
he said that the investigation might be completed

By Dave Murphy
A police investigation
concerning unaccounted
expenditures of $8,068 in
CSUC Student Presidents
Association (SPA) funds
may soon be completed,
A.S. President James
Ferguson said Thursday.
The inquiry came at the
request of the SPA after it
was discovered that
several checks from last
year were made out either
to "cash" or to former SPA

in a couple of weeks,"
Ferguson said Thursday.
Toomey, who is in
charge of the investigation,
refused to say if any new
facts have been uncovered
thus far.
"The case is still under
investigation and we can’t
give out any details until
the investigation is completed," he said.
Goodloe, former A.S.
President at San Francisco
State University (SFSU),

Register lines shorter

CAR improves walk-through

ea

By Ed Finkas
Remember the days
when sleeping bags were
required for successful
registration?
Those days are gone.
Last Tuesday students
unhappy with their Computer Assisted Registration
(CAR) schedules participated in a priority
add/drop.
As in the past this was a
walk-through type
registration ending in an
arena. Unlike the past the
lines were short, the
procedure was smooth and
the waiting was minimal.
Gail Inman, sophomore

able at
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Gilbert Chan

SJSU biology senior Roy West peruses the 170 koi fish that he will be taking care of
in the Friendship Garden of Happy Hollow Park. The city recently hired West to
care for the 10.inch, carplike fish that were a gift from San Jose’s sister city,
Okayama, Japan.

City hires SJSU student;
will care for 170 koi fish
By Cheryl Dennison
Roy West, an SJSU
biology senior, has been
hired by the city to care for
its 170 koi fish which survived unfavorable living
conditions in 1975.
West is responsible for
the care of the 10-inch,
carp-like fish which were a
1968 gift from San Jose’s
sister city, Okayama,
Japan.
The koi had been kept
for seven years in a
Japanese Friendship
Garden pond. "There was
little fresh water and no
filters or circulation and
the public was allowed to
feed them," West said.
Algae and bacteria
flourished on the excess nutrients and used most of the
oxygen in the water.
"Insufficient oxygen
made the fish susceptible
to disease and parasites.
The koi’s waste built up
and, with no fresh water to
dilute it, it was like poison
to them," West said.
"One or two fish a week
would die. Them, barn,
overnight (in August 1975)
they lost hundreds." West
continued.
The surviving koi were
then moved from the
Friendship Garden to
Monkey Island in Happy
Hollow Park. West, then a
groundskeeper with the
city Parks and Recreation
Department, was transferred to help tend the fish.
West was promoted this
month to "fish technologist," earning 613,286
annually.
"I was the only person
available with a background in biology and
chemistry. I didn’t know
anything about fish, but I
saw the opportunity for a
full-time position and I took
it. It was an opportunity I
couldn’t pass up," West
said.
West plans to stay at his
job after graduation,
although he originally
wanted to be a ranger. "I

was a Boy Scout and liked
being out-of-doors. But I
guess everyone dreams of
working at Yosemite. It’s a
tight field right now," he
said.
Currently, West is maintaining the fish until the
Friendship Garden pond’s
improvements are completed in April and the fish
are returned to the pond.
An additional 800 koi may
be donated once the move
is made.
"We’re going to add
enough to make the pond
aesthetically pleasing, but

we don’t want to overcrowd
the koi," West said.
As fish technologist,
West will be responsible for
explaining the koi to
visitors and for keeping the
fish healthy. He will also
clean a portion of the pond
every day.
The city is being overcautious in its treatment of
the koi, West said. "but we
have to." He explained,
"The credibility of the
whole department is on the
line. A lot of people in the
community were upset
when those fish died."

Bookstore out of
class schedules
If you own a Spring
Schedule of Classes hold on
to it. These rare documents
may soon be available only
through the black market.
The Spartan Bookstore’s supply of schedules
has been depleted, according to bookstore
manager Harry Wineroth,
who said he does not plan to
order any more.

"After registration,
schedules are about as useful as old newspapers," he
said. "I’m bewildered that
they went so fast."
Wineroth said the bookstore sold 27,000 spring
schedules. Last spring they
sold 23,000 and "were stuck
with 4,000." Next fall
Wineroth said he intends to
order 34,000 schedules.
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ELECTION BOARD
14 Student Seats
,.onducts all A S elections and student opinion
;Jolla authorized by Student Courfcil and/or
tSri A S Constitution No member of the Elec
non Board shall be a candidate for any elective
A S Office

I

Seats

Serves as hason between faculty, students,
library administration and staff; charged with
recommending improvements in library sal
vices and the stature of the library.

started at 9:30 a.m, for
handicapped students and
10 a.m. for students whose
last named began with HK.
"I thought it was efficient," Linda Peters,
English senior, commented, "but the men with
walkie talkies made it look
like a concentration
camp."
A few students helping
with the add/drop registration carried walkie
talkies on their backs, communicating to each other
times for lines to move into
the men’s gym.
Not all students left with

New manager sought
A five member ad hoc
committee of the Spartan
Shops Board of Directors
will present its recommendations regarding personnel and administrative
changes at a hoard meeting
next week.
The committee was
formed to discuss alternative management
models before a replacement for resigning

Spartan Shops General
Manager Harry Wineroth
is named.
Wineroth announced in
November he wanted to
step down from his duties
as soon as a replacement
was found. He cited health
considerations and a desire
to devote full attention to
his responsibilities as
Spartan Bookstore
manager.

Minorities
sought for
med careers
Harvard Medical School
recruiter Juan Rodriquez
will be in the S.U.
Costanoan Room from 2 to
4 p.m. Wednesday to
supply registration, application and financial aids
materials to minority students.
Rodriquez, whose visit
is sponsored by MECHA,
will also have information
about Harvard Dental
School, Harvard School of
Public Health, Tufts
Medical School and Boston
University Medical School.

raise costs to students.
AS. President James
Ferguson said he is looking
for a "strong person with
the ability to interphase all
Spartan Shops operations"
to replace Wineroth as
general manager.

DEAOLINE Feb. 11 at 5 p.m.
Applications available now in the A S Office:
Student Union
3rd level

a positive feeling toward
the registration.
Recreation major Mark
Fabro said, "It’s terrible."
"I beat the system by walking out of the men’s gym
before my group," he revealed. Doing this allowed
him to finish registration in
about 45 minutes.
Jack Tuthill, director of
records at SJSU, said he
felt the add/drop registration ran very smoothly.
The system is more responsive to students,
Tuthill said. The waiting in
lines isn’t as long.
"They only remember
registration when something goes wrong," he
added.
University Registration
Officer Harold Manson
cited the non-payment of
fees as the biggest problem
in all registrations.
Of the 22,500 CAR
participants, only about
16,000 paid their fees, while
the others participated in
walk-through registration
last Wednesday, he said.

$9,200 according to
Ferguson.
Since he has become
controller, Ferguson said
he has drawn up a "fiscal
code of operations" to
regulate how SPA funds
are being spent.
Among the changes
Ferguson listed was one
that placed all funds in one
account with Bank of
America.
Before there was also an
account with Crocker
Bulk.
The association had an
agreement with Crocker
that any disbursements
must have two signatures,
yet some of the checks in
question were signed by
only one person.
There is a possibility the
student presidents will take
action against Crocker because of this, but Ferguson
said nothing will happen
until the investigation is
completed.
Also, Ferguson said an
arrangement has been
made with Bank of
America where the bank
will send the checks out itself with his instructions.
Any checks requiring
SPA endorsement now
must be signed by at least
two of three signatories Ferguson, Legislative Advocate Scott Plotkin and
SPA Chairman Randy
Speakman.
In the past, two of the
signatories were the A.S.
treasurer and business
manager at SFSU, who had
no direct affiliation with
the SPA.

ROI:5C

The Spartan Shop’s
general manager duties include overseeing administrative and accounting
functions for the S.U. cafeteria, residence halls food
service, the Spartan Pub,
the employe dining room
and all vending rentals.
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KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELFDEFENSE, 6 various mental Et
physical training programs are
available at the Institute of Psycho-Physical Development, Inc
la non-profit organization). Full
time students get a 15% discount
on all classes. For information on
specific courses, call 293-6611 or
write or drop by: 325 S. 1st Si.,
4th Floor, San Jose.
FRIENDS Er NEIGHBORS are students, volunteers. and the people
of board Et care homes who provide community services and activities SJSU students can re,
ceive Upper Division Credit for
participation. Visit 79 S. 5th St.
or call 292-3313 before the last
add day.

Teachers at all levels. Write Foreign
Teachers, Boo
Domestic
1063, Vancouver, Wash %MO.

I:1

autortiodve

4:

’66 VW VAN - 1400 c.c., Rapid.
Cool 4700. Cat 286-0407 during
the evenings
St

for sale

Canon Fibs F18 lane; Rolls XF 35,
both in mint condition Call Michael eves, 261 1550
’70 MAVERICK, $496 Runs well,
some rust, good tees Call
259 2256, ask for Nancy or Fred

heowanted

296-35131.

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All
fields, $500-91200 monthly.
Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform. Write: International Job
Center, Dept. SB, Box 4493,
Berkeley, CA 0170$.
FREE DINNERS - In exchange for
dining room serving and kitchen
clean-up for sorority house 5
nights a week Need a crew of 4
persons M-F Must be available
to be on duty by 4:50 p.m. Cal
282-73:0.

housing

s.
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Paseo de San Antonio. SO
tweets 1st Et 2nd Street)
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TYPING-TRANSCRIPTION. Tefryl
pipers, resumes, theses, senior
projects. letters, etc 75C ’page
and up IBM Correction Selectrice. Small business accounts
soNcited. Call 283-4525 If a child
~art don’t hand up. Asli for
KITTY CARTER. NORTH
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICE, 263-4625.
Lat "THE SECRETARY- type your
thesis, report or term paper Fast
and efficient. IBM Set Correc
Ng. VVeskencis also available
4461628; ask for Betty
Olseemelon ideelp or analysis
blues? Cell ACRE st 328 7175

tiz

Each additional line add:
50
.50
.50

BACK BY
POPULAR
DEMAND!

TYPING - IBM SELECTRIC
253,3684
Reports. Theses. Resumes. Term
Papers, Letters, Etc. Pick up and
delivery at SJSU.
INTELLIGENT TYPING-editing,
form, grarnmer. Call between 9
Reeves
MBIVIS
pm
B.M .9
9361295.

ii

STUDIO SPACE for rent
15’s25’. Ideal for potters or a
5 wall outlets for
sculptor
machine tools, concrete floor,
dry walled, 650/mo. Call
293 7464

One
day

services

.;I

Gain valuable field experience
working with our emotionally dis,
turbed children. Morning and at
ternoon sessions. ZON T A
CENTER,
CHILDREN’S

Classified Rates

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
4 Student

in liberal studies, said the
registration went really
well. It was improved and
moved a lot faster.
The lines for registration formed only one
hour before scheduled
times and the procedure
averaged from an hour to
more than two hours.
Mike Martin, radio-ty
senior, said the registration was well organized,
although he questioned the
alphabetic arrangement
which said when students
registered.
"The a’s and b’s don’t
go in until 7 p.m.," he said.
Priority add/drop

for each line)

Phone

Address
City_

Check a Classification
LD

had told the student presidents that the SPA was in
good financial condition.
He soon stopped attending the association
meetings, however and a
check of the SPA’s bank
accounts showed its reserves had been depleted.
The funds for the SPA
come from the Student Activities fees collected
throughout the CSUC
system.
SJSU’s dues are about

Services
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Travel
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Pentagon Papers figure lectures SCU

Ellsberg: Vietnam protest halted nuclear war
secret history of United
States involvement in Vietnam commissioned by
former Defense Secretary
Robert McNamara, covering four administrations
from World War II to May,
1968 when the Paris Peace
talks began.
Ellsberg was working
on the papers as an employe of the Rand Corporation and decided to copy
them after "I became convinced that the war would
continue to get bigger."

PIUS$

in,

Daniel Ellsberg, who leaked the Pentagon Papers to
the New York Times, speaks before an audience at
Santa Clara University. He urged students not to forget
the legacy of Vietnam.
By Carol Sarni:din
Civil disobedience, not
the ballot box. may have
averted a nuclear war in
Vietnam, according to
Daniel Ellsberg.
Ellsberg, of Pentagon
Papers fame, spoke before
300 people at the University
of Santa Clara Tuesday
night.
The crowd sat passively
as Ellsberg reminded his
listeners that simply exercising one’s right to vote
had not been enough in
1968.
"We had a choice between two candidates in
1968, Ellsberg said. "They
both promised to get us out
of Vietnam. Nixon said he
had a secret plan to end the
war and we bought his
story.
"Little did we know then
that the plan included dropping nuclear weapons on
North Vietnam."
Ellsberg became an
over night folk hero when
he leaked the Pentagon
Papers to the New York
Times and the Washington
Post in June, 1971.
"I made that decision
f’
I came face to face

with draft resisters who
went to jail for their beliefs," Ellsberg said.
The papers are a top-

Throughout his speech
Ellsberg held up a copy of
Jeb Magruder’s book "An
American Way of Life" and
referred to passages of it as
evidence of the United
States intention to use
nuclear bombs on North
Vietnam.
"There was a secret
group, led by Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger
working on what they
called the October Plan
and the November Alternative," Ellsberg said.
The proposals called for
the mining of Haiphong

Harbor, bombing all populated areas, mining approaches to China and
bombing the dikes, which
would have led to the
starvation of a million people, according to
Magruder, and the possible
use of nuclear weapons.
Ellsberg quoted Magruder as saying that a
speech had been drafted
for Nixon to deliver on Nov.
3, 1969, explaining the
United States reasons for
the "systematic decimation" of North Vietnam.
However, the speech
was changed after a Oct.
15, moratorium, a massive
anti -war rally, that
Ellsberg said left Nixon
shaken.
With his career on the
line, he said, Nixon
couldn’t afford to announce
plans for massive bombing
two weeks after the moratorium had demonstrated
public sentiment against
further escalation.
"Instead, in an effort to
undercut the effectiveness
of the anti-war movement,
Nixon had the speech re-

written to announce U.S.
troop withdrawals and a
larger military role for the
South Vietnamese armed
forces.
Nixon’s ploy worked,
ELlsberg said, and the pubconvinced
lic relaxed
the war was winding down.
Ellsberg also described
the campaign against the
media led by then VicePresident Spiro Agnew.
who called network executives, "effete eastern
snobs" and "nabobs of
negativism."
As public trust in Nixon
grew corresponding distrust and resentment of the
press was evident, he
added. Nixon advisers
were able to convince network executives to withhold live coverage of the
anti -war rally at the
Washington Monument on
November 15. Nixon
showed his disdain of the
protestors by watching a
football game.
Reports from the war
front became more encouraging; fewer of our
men involved in the fight-

ing, less loss of lives, he
said.
Then came the news
that the United States had
been bombing Cambodia
and the students went wild
on campuses all over the
nation. An incredulous
nation asked why students
had died at Kent State,
Ellsberg said.
"We owe the demonstrators a great deal,"
Ellsberg insisted.
Few of the students listening to Ellsberg were old
enough to remember the
futility, the hysteria, the
sheer despair of the Vietnam years.

Today An Educational
Focus," beginning Feb. 10
for the continuing education program.
For example, during
Cane’s visit to the People’s
Republic of China in May,
1976, she saw a group of
third grade children folding, stapling and stacking
cardboard boxes which she
learned they do for 45
minutes, twice a week.
Cane rejected the view
of the Chinese as "mindless
robots, being molded," but
said she found an overwhelming "vitality and enthusiasm for living."
According to Cane, the
Chinese believe that the
cold war will be initiated by
the Soviet Union. She cited
the arms race and the
build up of Soviet troops on

Roberta Cane, SJSU lec
turer in secondary education, discusses trip.
the Chinese border as indications of the war’s inevitability.
In accordance with this
belief, bomb shelters are
built under all the schools
and are presently used for
classes, storage and rifle
ranges, Cane said.
Turning to the Chinese
culture. Cane pointed out

how the Chinese disapprove of the hero role.
"If one is viewed too
high above the others, it’s
considered irresponsible,"
Cane said. While watching
a ping-pong match, Cant,
noticed that a player, who
excelled and received
praise from the western
spectators, quickly
gathered his teammates
about him so that the
could share the glory.
"The Chinese recogniw
that others do well, but

COPIES
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"I’m glad to have a
president who has made
that commitment, but
other presidents have
made similar promises and
they have all betrayed that
trust.
"We must demonstrate

to congress and the president that we will not
tolerate lying."
Ellsberg accused former-president Gerald Ford
of using the "pulpit of the
presidency" to justify our
overthrow of the Chilean
government. There was an
impulse to become in volved in Angola.
"We, as citizens, must
not allow our country to become involved."

EXCLUSIVE NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
PERFORMANCE

But they seemed to understand when he asked
them not to forget.
"The legacy of Vietnam," Ellsberg said, "is
the decision by President
Jimmy Carter to pardon
the draft evaders.

’EASTMANQUAltTET

"I hope he pardons the
deserters also."
"The legacy of the
Pentagon Papers is that before we only suspected that
our presidents lied to us.

Chinese students play active role
in improving society, lecturer says
By Alan Janson
In the People’s Republic
of China, a student is
judged by his pears as to
whether he attends college,
based upon what his education will do for the community, not for the student,
according to Roberta Cane.
SJSU lecturer in secondary
education.
"If you wish to go on to
college, you can’t go directly after high school, but
must first work two years
on a farm or in a factory,"
said Cane, who visited
China last year.
Working prior to college
entrance is a continuation
of the active productive
role students play in their
society, added Cane, who
will team-teach a class, entitled "People’s (’hina

Now we know for sure."
Ellsberg said he is not
encouraged even though
we now have a president
who has promised a new
era.
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they do not put these people
on a pedestal."
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